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Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, 

And sorry I could not travel both 

And be one traveler, long I stood 

And looked down one as far as I could 

To where it bent in the undergrowth; 

 

Then took the other, as just as fair, 

And having perhaps the better claim, 

Because it was grassy and wanted wear; 

Though as for that the passing there 

Had worn them really about the same, 

 

And both that morning equally lay 

In leaves no step had trodden black. 

Oh, I kept the first for another day! 

Yet knowing how way leads on to way, 

I doubted if I should ever come back. 

 

I shall be telling this with a sigh 

Somewhere ages and ages hence: 

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I— 

I took the one less traveled by, 

And that has made all the difference. 

 

Robert Frost  .. “The Road Not Taken” 



Introduction 

.. 

Well perhaps most obviously you may be wondering what Christian 

Satanism is. Its actually an easy question to answer. First off the term 

originated from Anton Lacey (author of the Satanic Bible.) It was his 

word for Devil Worshipers whom he said were corrupt Satanists 

responsible for the Satanic panic.  

Anton’s primary pupil/ apprentice “Peter Gilmore” used the term later, 

actually after the deceasement of Anton LaVey.  

Their use of the title was without much description. They basically just 

said that a Satanist who is a Satanist in a Christian way is not altogether 

a Satanist but instead is a Christian Satanist.    

Because of simply making this title “Christian Satanist” in their popular 

books, some came about that took this title. It is said that if you a not 

an atheistic Satanist (which was taught by Anton LaVey: that Satanists 

should be atheists) then you are a Devil Worshipper. But as much as 

one would set definitions in stone, they can’t. LaVey still had a large 

enough influence to have caused non- atheistic Satanists to clarify that 

there labels be “Theistic Satanist,” or, “Spiritual Satanist.” 

And I make two relevant points with this: 

LaVey and his adherents only have one title for a person Satanic his 

way, which is “Satanists.” He said there was no other kind of Satanist 

not his own- except a Christian Satanist. 

I’d like to say that Christian Satanist is one hell of a label to take. Its like 

an anti label. Is for a cheater not taking sides. That’s unfair. That breaks 

the rules.  



Imagine this: it's like a war is going on and one group says they take 

both sides. 

So that leads me into answering simply the question what is a Christian 

Satanist. What is a Christian Satanist? It's the best thing to be! 

That’s good enough a reason to be a Christian Satanist but perhaps 

more important is the fact that we, the Christian Satanic uses the best 

of Twp things in the best of a combination, we use the best formula. 

That doesn’t have to be half and half. It could be one part Christian to 

three parts Satanic, for example. 

If you are drinking a bloody Mary would you say “this isn’t tomatoes 

juice, its liquor,” or would you recognize it for all its parts?  

Why can’t you take both sides- just because two friends are fighting 

doesn’t ran they can’t both be your friend! The strongest reason for 

that is for most these things are about having a side. And they will be 

offended by you, I promise! 

This topic is nothing new to me. It took me six years of constant work 

and revision to finalize The Christian Satanic Bible. Not that knowledge 

is outdated, but that it can always be added upon and improved. 

Like any religious book and especially my own you don’t have to read it 

from beginning to end—just flip it around until you’ve consumed it. 

Remember, I have much more to say than just what’s here. Please look 

around. Please continue: 

 

 

 

 



Opening doors.  

 

Visualization is the most effective, potent- working magic. 

Make Your Soul- Self, Now. 

What is known, is forever known, at least as long as your brain matter is 

not damaged. What is known is never lost- memories, they are never 

lost. These things are more available to your soul, when you become 

entirely as such- to it, it will go. For it, you will be. 

The Christian- Satanist After- Life, And How to “Qualify” For it. 

The Christian Satanist must love the world, at least bordering on the 

same, spiritually. S/he must be grounded into the Earth, spiritually, and 

at least be associated with Ya, at least reconciled to Satan.  

The Christian Satanic afterlife is coinciding- reincarnation. (2) is to be 

“awoken in a new bed.” Being awoken in a new bed is as it is stated- 

you wake up, elsewhere. If you honored Ya and were reconciled to 

Satan, you will remember- your memories will all be intact.  

The Excellence of Senses. 

In part to be grounded, to this world, be anchored, the senses must 

always and fully be impacted- enjoy taste, smell, as one smells a flower. 

And these are certainly earth- grounding behaviors.  

Your Twelve Names 

In coming to know the greatest influences on your life, who comes to 

mind? These are indicative of your Twelve Names, of those you 

yourself. This list provides a list, one useful. I have a such list for myself, 

which I am happy to share: 



Hermes, Vegeta, Nero, Solomon, Lucifer, Satan, LaVey, Lex Luther, 

Mantrid, Prince, Q, and Palpatine.  

Most of these are easily distinguished. All I need to say is that Q is from 

Star Trek, Prince and Mantrid are both figures from the show “LEXX.”  

Visualizing Stabilizes, Prepares, and Creates 

The Buddhist meditates. It is a lacking practice, something not so 

wellness- imparting, and less productive, than visualizing. Visualize 

often. Fetch that “special” feeling it can hold before you. Don’t e 

lacking on it, do it often. We are made and are of, and put forth, an 

image, as we have the image as unto a god's. As this departure from 

reality, we build up and sprout forth a living image, and it is generally 

un- restricted. We can do and cause very many things to our dimension 

after our image is released into “the Nether,” and comes back down 

unto you, wholly perfected before it returns. 

I give you a map, one of truly good use, to you, the Christian Satanist. 

The Five Planets. 

With the theoretical foundation of “borderless space,” which suggests 

that space, having no boundaries in it circumference, contains an 

infinite amount of copies of a place any whatsoever imagined, because 

matter can only be arranged so many times. 

Therefore if you can conceive it, it exists, and if you say to it “see me,” 

then so it will. If you say to one area “be,” it will be. And if you say “live 

as so,” so it will live. 

So I created five planets for the Christian Satanist. Be them for us, and 

much in your mind and heart, always. These five planets are: 

Link, Pippy, Ler, Sefra, and Orion. Orion, the oldest of them, are of a 

highly advanced (scientifically and technologically) people. Though they 



are childish, favoring childishly received entertainment. The Orionites 

have a defense system called Stix. They are rods of any size, from the 

size of a needle to a massive column, and can form, quite literally, 

anything. 

Sefra is a place you could say resembles Scandinavian bubble- pop 

culture (such as the musical band Aqua, or the show Lazy Town.) It’s a 

place of candy, stickers, and glitter. 

Link is a place decidedly out dated, where science and tech are 

restricted. But because of this many things are better. A camp fire 

warms, music is live, more festive, and food is all fresh. 

Pippy is a rather wicked, bizarre, and Gothic place. It is a place where 

fantasy is very true. It is a place of magic and witches. But it is not evil. 

Ler, LER IS EVIL. 

… 

Here is a guide unto these things: 

To invoke harmony and eminence to and from these places use faith. 

Faith makes it work. If you say to yourself “this is not so,” then it will 

not be so, as you did create a no, not a yes. As if a thing of multiplying, 

decision, and subtraction, visit many of the same place, harmoniously 

coinciding with multiple places, each being drawn in to you, and drawn 

out. 

As is often the case of magic, “as above, so below,” but meaning it 

“goes up,” and after “perfected, rested, “ returns upon you, the best 

way it is able to return.  

The most essential Map. A going- way and understanding of the 

Christian Satanic “Over- World.” 



This composes the world, into a place of such intricately deep meaning. 

In all things, find those making up the “Principle List.” Which is here, 

below. 

PSRSON ONE  

Red, Hand, Bird, Staff (THE FATHER OF CHRISTIAN SATANISM) 

PERSON TWO 

Bear, Brown, Cane, Bee (THE HELPER OF CHRISTIAN SATANISM) 

PERSON THREE 

Green, Rabbit, Seed, Stage (THE MOTHER OF CHRISTIAN SATANISM) 

PERSON FOUR (THE ELEMENT OF CHRISTIAN SATANISM, as well as the Christian 

Satanist her/ his self.) 

White, Ring, Goat, Thief 

PERSON FIVE (THE ENEMY OF CHRISTIAN SATANISM) 

Joker, Gold, Sword, Swine 

PERSON SIX (THE TWIN OF CHRISTIAN SATANISM) 

Red, Whip, Cat, Fairy 

PERSON SEVEN (THE RULER OF CHRISTIAN SATANISM) 

Yellow, Rodent, Duke, Wind 

PERSON EIGHT (THE WHORE OF CHRISTIAN SATANISM, OR, ITS LOVER.) 

Bomb/ Blast/ Wand, Fox, Beast, Black 

PERSON NINE (THE CHILD OF CHRISTIAN SATANISM) 

Yellow, Toad, Dust, Horse 

PERSON TEN (THE PROMISE OF CHRISTIAN SATANISM.. OR ITS SPIRIT) 

Comment [1]:  



Blue, Elephant, Spirit, Stone 

PERSON ELEVEN (THE OBSTACLE, OR CHALLENGE, AND AGENDA, PF 

CHRISTIAN SATANISM) 

Dragon, Purple, Mask, Canine. 

PERSON TWELVE (THE SUCESSOR, OR- VICTOR, OF CHRISTAN SATANISM, 

OR SOMETIMES ITS MAGIC.) 

Word, Assassin, Tiger, Creature. 

*These should be seen and understood well by the Christian Satanist. 

Thought of it is an essential and empowering practice of the well- 

equipped, magician, the Christian Satanist. Let our thoughts find the 

natural, shared, Harmony of Christian Satanic Occult Understanding 

imparted by this Principle List. 

In Regard to Finding Your Purpose and Keeping it Alive 

Keep the flame burning bright. Ya (God) and Sa (Satan) they share you, 

and both want you to get things done. Without the toil a purpose is not 

earned, is not worth much. If what you are doing is not easy, the less it 

is, the less it will be done. Then, to do what others don’t by reaching 

further, success is almost altogether assured. 

What does your heart tell you what you must do? Cast Ya and Said into 

the nether, into the forever. Being life and substance to us, our own, 

the Christian Satanist, one and all. The Christian Satanic Group is a 

living entity. Do whatever to breath into it life. Because the Christian 

Satanist that does has given life to the life of giving us life together, 

forever.  

Find Your Way Away 

Be like a goat, who, seeing people (other living things) has gone from 

them far until he reached the mountains. Let it be your thoughts, that 



they are apart, self-inclusive. Self inclusivity is the virtue of gods. Fray 

from the popular. Be one of your self, your own thinker, because this is 

Christian Satanic at its best and greatest. It is known by us that there 

are magic- imparting properties of those things “hidden.” Imagine a 

music store, or a library. Who are all the popular or otherwise “once 

popular” books and CDs for? For everyone! Except the Christian 

Satanist! 

Guilt is the Only Sin 

Guilt, it pierces through your soul. Where there is not guilt, there is not 

ethereal punishment. But having guilt, your soul is pierced into, seen, 

and exposed. Guilt is the only sin, that if you have it, comes a price. 

Regret, similarly, such an unnecessary thing anyway, for the fact that 

nothing done can be undone, and for whoever knows, where you are 

now, it is the best place to be, for you are. 

Take Care of That Person Within You 

You are, largely, what you say you are. And to what you would be, 

driven. The vehicle is too fast, or worse, too slow, but you are driven 

unto your self, always riding to where you would be. There is never 

time lacking, no pursuit not worth the endeavor, and no lack of 

enjoyment getting there, to the one who has truly and acceptably 

mastered life.  

What Kind of Historian Are You? 

Whatever you choose to know historically well keeps with you, and 

enhances your understanding, provides contemplation/ meditation. 

Whatever it is, it goes well, and serves well. I am a “video game 

historian.” The history of SEGA particularly, fascinates me- and I wish 

for their return, even if from someone else. I’d make a system called 

the SEGA phoenix, or, better yet, the “Segasis.”  



The Powers of Yoga, Ju-Jitsu, and Tai-Chi 

Yoga provides an output of magical energies that coincide and work 

well during visualization. To think about your success, however general, 

magically brings it to fruition when incorporated with Yoga- and the 

same goes with Tai-Chi. It is just a little better than Yoga, in fact, in 

accomplishing your magical ambition. Ju-Jitsu? I’ve studied the martial 

arts well enough and in some cases thoroughly. I’ve found grappling 

and wrestling to simply be superior. And Ju-Jitsu the best among them, 

and yet far easier than many other forms of martial arts- grappling and 

wrestling is just better. Ju-Jitsu is the best form of them, without a 

doubt.  

Let us all Contribute 

There are little to no religions that allow or would even consider having 

“third party contributes.” What would the gospels be, the Koran, 

Dianetics and a trove of religion-creators say/think about additional 

output from their adherents? First of all, in days gone such a thing was 

flatly illegal. Christian Satanism must allow free, open, unrestricted 

additional output. Because wed have an advantage. We would certainly 

have an advantage. 

In all Consideration.. 

Be settled to be strong. Be settled to speak your mind. If another is 

going to be “all hurt” by it, dismiss any concern, of being unfair, of 

saying no, if declining. They’ll quickly and altogether put their self back 

together. And you’ll be more respected. And, you wouldn’t e a person 

taken.  

It is easy, very easy, to not get angry or upset. Just have these few 

perspectives in mind: first, you should know, these feelings of raging 



out and backlash are very temporary. You’ll e fine about ten, fifteen 

minutes later. And by that time probably glad you didn’t explode. 

Second, who cares? More importantly, who cares if they care? So what, 

a little bad moment came up. Sure a bad moment came up, but be 

better than the moment. The moment shouldn’t it you apart, simply be 

strong. Because most of the time anger comes from ones own lack of 

power, a weakness. 

And third, just keep in mind, those that lash out on you do because 

they feel challenged, overtaken, lesser- one does because they hold you 

higher, and they hate it. 

And fifth: just choose to not care. 

It had been said, by the presumably wise, though altogether wrong, 

that holding it in, “bottling it up,” is detrimental- you’ll “explode.” Nuh- 

uh, you just teach yourself to be angry that way. You don’t give avenue 

to firmly root peace or to choose peace when you don’t. And to add to 

that something similar, it's been said that sexual repression is bad. 

Actually its not, it keeps you from developing perversion. If it knows no 

end and gets worse and worse (that’s okay, this is OK, that too, and 

this) is a guaranteed route to perversion. But s/he that continues to 

think the lesser things are attractive don’t go into such an abysmal 

depth of taboo. 

God Would Have Our Child Science be our God 

It is certainly a true thing, nothing anything false, that Ya wants our 

evolution and sheer advancement as a working species be, be, and yet 

greater be. Humans would accomplish little to nothing would he totally 

know, as a certainty, that God and the afterlife exists. So we are left 

here to do things, and that should be very obvious. Ya is not so needy 

of our acknowledgment and praise- believe it so, but strongly wants us 



to burst through the outer banks of knowledge. Knowledge- scientific, 

technological, that would better us, preserve us, and save us. Ya wants 

such mastery from the human species. We are his child. He wants us to 

grow and our species to grow. 

So then it is not wrong at all or heretical to uphold sciences and tech in 

dignity and honor and to envelop ourselves in its goodness.  

We have things in the future, even the near future, that are going to be 

wondrous marvels. We have much to look forward to. To the Christian 

Satanist it is appropriate to uphold Science as a god- as the god of us 

(the god of/about us- the god that is.) 

DEL RAY 1980s Fantasy Books and Somewhere Over the Rainbow 

One day I set out to carefully determine what type of book, specifically, 

was the most Christian Satanic. I narrowed it down to fantasy books, 

and from that DEL RAY books, and once again, to those of the 1980s. 

These fantasy books are very Christian Satanic, being of a substance of 

characters very well one part good to one part wicked. Using Satanic 

powers, and calling on demonic beasts/ monsters/ demons for the sake 

of good, or at least for the greater good, are powerful symbols of 

Christian Satanists.. Christian Satanism.  

And let’s all hope these gray ideas (something plainly and more readily 

observed of as Christian Satanic) come into further use and 

representation. I think they will. I’m very sure of it.  

You are What?! 

You are what no one would else consider to be. You are an anti- term, a 

maddening confounding walking impossibility, a Christian Satanist. A 

Christian Satanist. A Christian Satanist? Yes, you tell them. And be 

prepared to elaborate on it. And if you mention it online- be prepared 

to elaborate on it- for hours, a whole day, as I have. Be proud. You are a 



glaring yet vibrant and fully functional contradiction. Something many 

would not dare consider, even an impossibility to come to know of, 

without you. But you are a Christian Satanist, a thing of double the 

power. The child of Romeo, the Satanist that regards God. The Christian 

that potently befriends Satan, and a hypocrite by no means.  

Just because your two friends are fighting doesn’t mean you have to 

take a side. 

And quite the contrary, Ya sees this open mindedness and is quite 

accepting of it.  

Christian Satanism simply wouldn’t be without the best kind of person, 

one that doesn’t fear hell. One not trying to buy his way in. One that 

does not become tempted away. One not looking for a figure on his 

side, to fend off the other, nor those close-minded, but rather one that 

can’t e won or bought. Thank you Christian Satanist. The world needs 

more of you! 

The Fun Benefit and Art of Being Politically Incorrect 

Be a lawless one. Think and develop those thoughts arcane. Ponder on 

what is vehemently wrong. Delightfully oppose popular opinion and stir 

up muck through your defiant go differentiance. Counter cultural 

things, are the under subterfuge of things, and a few owing it their life, 

their thoughts, are so much less bastard fathers/ mothers to it. You will 

be ruminated over. You will dismay, complicate, be a peg. It is good to 

be loathed. To be loathed is to make enemies. And only ones fear is 

ones enemy 

Never Consider Only One Outcome 

Consider many, and the many causes of them. Maybe the world won’t 

end after all. Maybe Ya does “contradicts” himself and maybe 

(WO)man has grown, and it's time to leave The House. Consider that 



what is not likely and what is, and under whatever circumstances they 

are so. Build within you the story of Christian Satanism, Oh! Christian 

Satanist, come to know all possible things. Today is the days story and 

there is no time to waste in taking it and forming it into a preferable 

outcome. You must be alert and constantly prepared, for like a serpent, 

it could escape from your hands.  

Perfectionism is a Good Thing 

Only those willing and striving toward perfection will reach it. The 

higher your reach the higher you reach. Perfectionism is ever elusive 

but ever- bettering. And it can be applied to all things, from creativity to 

dress. Slowly over time, strictly applying quality over quantity, you will 

slowly form what is altogether a better, more closely perfect whole. To 

buy silver or jade buttons, sowing them on carefully, a little here, a little 

there, will make you richly dressed, if not quickly, but richly dressed 

nonetheless, as well as anyone. And for purchasing all things the same 

principle applies, be it anything from hobby buying or improvingvypur 

home. 

Unfold Your Tastes- And Wear Them 

It is important to know your own tastes and well. Otherwise you will 

not know as well what you are l9oking for. You might not even know 

what you like, if you don’t. But knowing what you like is as important as 

knowing what you could like. So have the Devil's taste, knowing the 

best of all things. What food is best, and what is the best of other 

things, broadly speaking. I do know this: pretzel bread is the best. And 

action figures are all good, if the look like little demons. 

The Two Points of a Completely Well Structured Self (ones mind, ones 

soul, ones being) 



The first is a therapeutic technique of releasing ones inner self out into 

the open. That is done by loss of all inhibition in public, and in 

seclusion. That means to rip off all bonds. It implies all loss of restraint- 

inhibition. To do as your soul wants. To say and do what you have been 

made uniform against, bonded from. Then in an outpouring of 

convolution, victory to freeing the self and releasing it, done. 

The second is something different than that, and is much more 

important. Unless you are brain damaged, severely, you are able to call 

up, access, memory. It was one of my better discoveries that I could use 

my basic small dictionary (one with simple words) to remember things 

using it. For example seeing the word slot, I remembered being in Las 

Vegas at a slot machine. And seeing the word car I remembered my 

first car. And more intricately the word ball- well it returned to me 

many memories.  

The power and positive effects of remembering nearly everything is 

underestimated and seldom experienced.  

Methods of Invention 

Consider that abstract conceptualization is the most important trait of a 

good invented. While you must have a general concept of current 

sciences to invent and evolve from, abstract conceptualization is no less 

important. Practice “where there’s a will there’s a way.” You can create 

your own circuit board, and in so doing find your own, possibly better, 

way of accomplishing the same thing as does a standard scientist. 

Circuits going from point a to be and the manipulation of electricity, are 

important to know well, but you must still have at least a rudimentary 

knowledge of how that is currently best done. 

Think of this: that the sigils of Solomon cans give good ideas on new 

circuit formations- or those from the Necronomicon. Hell, maybe that is 



the best, most optimal, use of these signals (as a possible diagram on 

how to build new circuit paths and parts) that is abstract 

conceptualization. 

And third, there is a useful technique of thinking from two to four pre 

existing parts, inventions, or any two to four different things, and 

combining them. For example, take one old thing and something newer 

as a beginning- and work them one with the other. Let’s say a tape 

reader- combine that with fiber optics. Or a dial and video game 

controller. Or yet, well, all you need is something of any two or so 

things to “unite” all you need is that magical combination.  

One of my favorite ones is a password card. While the password system 

is limited otherwise, the password card could stamp on passwords of 

enormous size. And another is a “ring mouse,” a ring used as a mouse 

with the thumb. Then there’s the thumb stick keyboard. And the light- 

color game pad “green to buy,” or- travel toward the yellow, or talk to 

the one in red. Or- bring yellow and blue together.  

Saying NO 

There is an existing culture of sharing the same expenses, one to the 

other, a “buy for all, take from all.” I say, don’t. Don’t share the same 

purse. After all, you know what you need and if you meet your own 

need, you’ve accomplished them- so why fulfill the needs of others, 

others who should be just as responsible? They don’t are about you. 

They care only about what you have. 

They’ll feel lesser a person- less good somehow, at hustling. They’ll feel 

lacking in its compartment, and feel they must achieve this, to take, to 

take better, else they’ll not be able to keep stock up.  

They’ll e sore thinking you are worthless. Thinking you don’t operate 

correctly. And may make promises of returning double. Triple! If you 



ante up then and there. But when the time comes to pay the bundle 

they’ll feel they were wronged. Why should I pay back double- I am 

getting robbed, taken. I should not owe as much. That isn’t right. 

Maybe they’ll think less should be expected. They’ll probably think 

paying back nothing will slide, go in noticed. I know this well, its been 

my experience. 

They’ll think they are asking for so little. Then why can’t they afford for 

their selves that very little? They’ll share petty things all the while, to 

supplement their lack of need. They’ll have petty change you could do 

nothing with, perhaps a cup of soda.  

And while you have covered your own expenses altogether, though 

could afford the lesser brands to make ends meet, they will instead be 

buying top brands, or otherwise spending frivolously on clothes and 

Marlboros, while you smoke what you can afford, though- if you don’t 

share- at least always have. So you are there with him or her in their 

new leather jacket, and they ask you, basically, to support them too- 

DON'T. 

Be Married to the World 

Cast gifts of rings upon the earth and to it be married. Eat cookies and 

cakes celebrating that marriage. Cast all sorts of gifts upon the earth. 

Be a trash author, the best there is. On trash paper scribe the words of 

Ya, Sa, and Christian Satanism. Sign these multiple times and cite a fee 

(money or otherwise) for their use or sale. Call it “The Christian Satanist 

Church of Messages.” Put these as preserved- such as inside plastic 

bottles, and toss them about. 

Majic: The Encyclipedia 

A very good game is waiting to be made. It is like D n D, but better. It 

teaches players to go out into the world and toss gifts, or feed the 



birds, or offer help- for game status. It is built around pre existing 

fantasy books, preferably Dell- Ray 1980s books. From it maps are 

made and entities indicative of the books used, and perhaps The 

Principle List. Each cover, per letter of the alphabet, A- Z and 0- 9 has 

on its cover many uses of that letter ( for an A, an Ace of Spades -and 

heart, diamond, club) And the scarlet letter A, and an Anarchist A, etc.) 

M is the encyclopedia is Magic Spells, Maps, T in it- training, and towns, 

etc.  

Moral- Minded Bullies 

The moral minded people should be incarcerated, not the psychotic 

people. Why? Because it are the moralists making others pychotic- very 

much so. If a person cannot substantially grasp what is right and wrong, 

s/he should have greater rights. If a poor homeless man steals from a 

mega corporation, s/ he should not be prosecuted. Excessive use of self 

defense should not be criminalized. And these pushing morality- rules, 

the prudes, the over sensitive, the non- daring, SHOULD BE! 

Create and put Forth Your Image 

What you create is your image. Inasmuch as it represents you and 

records of you, it is a living, timeless image of you. It is like a living 

beast, your beast, your image, and a living temple. This temple a place 

where you reside, a name of- a memory palace, a preservation of you, 

and your greatest survival.  

More and more do we pause our soul in time- and more importantly 

that singular place in time is moving forward with its own life.  

What was once just an image of you (a photo) has become a greater, 

fuller, presence, has become more you. Single images were given much 

more life as from images moving forward (these are multiple images of 

you- something all the more closely life of you apart from you.  



And it can be easily conceived that in the future one can derive from 

themselves entire life constructed from 3D VR imaging. And from there 

this image taken into a solid state. And from there brain circuitry given 

to it from your own. 

But to write preserves your own unique thoughtology. Personology. 

Making music is as worth as much as many books- that which is paper 

composed- or with a notation software, its sound recorded in at least a 

few different ways. 

A painting is an image that comes from the depths of your mind, and is 

also in so many ways a child of the creative mind. 

In as many ways as your creatively output form of yourself the more 

you exist in many places and circumstance, the more you forever are, 

and the more you can again be.  

Science is furling us into being creators of our truest representations. 

The Races and Genders are NOT equal! 

Take a look around. Can Africa or Mexico ever evolve? All that you see 

around, these created and invented things, almost to the last strain, 

were produced and made so by anglo- Saxon and Asian/ oriental men. 

Isn’t the evidence of this clear enough? In the near century of equal 

rights now, women and non white, non Asians, have contributed 

sparsely to society. Whites and asians evolved, naturally, creating 

advanced societies. But those of different races, have not still. This is 

truth, entirely- and whether or not it is racist- its truth. All of this petty 

oversensitive squabbling has prevented the truth, which is apparent, to 

be spoken. If I was black or a woman I’d be ashamed of myself. 

“The white man took our tee pees and our Buffalo. They even took our 

tobacco. It was growing over there.” 



Have some balls. Be a little racist and sexist. These petty people would 

hammer down on you with no- no's. Brush it aside. Be daringly true. 

Modern Controvercy 

Controversy changes, but is ever around. It used to be that drunken 

people on TV was a total tabboo. Yet they encouraged smoking. Oddly 

enough, now pro smoking is controversial. Very much so. In fact one of 

the most possible worst controversies is a kid's cartoon character 

smoking. It should altogether be allowed if modern society is to get 

over its new form of this being horrified weaknesses. Controversy is 

now a serious gay rap song. New controversy is a restaurant called “I 

love You Satan,” complete with disposable plastic cups bearing on them 

inverted crosses and such. These new controversies would ensure such 

massive attention as to make one world renown and incredibly 

wealthy. So do it, that society get over its self imposed restrictions, that 

its fears be removed, and we can freely move again. Oh the movement! 

Finally! We can walk again! 

The bible used to be a basis of morality- for everyone. Now there is new 

morality. That caused by the loathsomely weak, these concerners. It is 

every bit and altogether good that we Christian Satanists tear these 

new moral rules down, enacting in a Satanic way a punishment befitting 

of God. (Because it is suitable to His desire.) 

 A Good Future Secured 

With all the good use of image recording- that the substance of you is 

recorded, engrained in various ways, the internet is the best 

opportunity to do so. Wherever you are, whatever you are doing on 

line, document yourself. Put an image of yourself (a more intricate and 

fuller image of your whole) online. 



First there is you, singularly. Then there is you as your group, or Greater 

Whole. Pay into the Christian Satanic Economy as much as you can. And 

put forth first yourself, and then yourself as Christian Satanist. 

This means you are to be with your kindred. You are all one in a greater 

whole, and an essential component of that greater whole, as much as 

you are allowing yourself to be, as much as you will.  

Then what is Christian Satanist, is you, and you will eat, drink, frolic, 

and live through us, one and the other, and the other for all. 

Do not Infringe on Others CS-IDs 

A CS-ID is a term of a Christian Satanist at one with its group. Do fortify 

and consecrate another’s established oneness with Christian Satanist 

but respect their own unique identity, the uniquely established way of 

Christian Satanic “Engernous,” a word that defines there life energies of 

imputing and outpouring Christian Satanism. 

We are a group. Our life is for it, that “thing” called the Christian 

Satanist. It is more than a thing. It is a shared life, ones try family, ones 

making, and ones make- forth.  

What you do do for Christian Satanism. Keep a mind set always of 

Christian Satanism being a positive entity.. The source of your own and 

others. Share in our victories and exposure, and hope to be a long time 

adherent, that then you are founded deeply among us. 

Whatever our success is, will be yours. And for the courageous- those 

martyrs- all great glory unto them.  

Engernousness is a term unique to us. It is to imply someone at our 

best. 

Personality Snatching and Possession 



Its so often thought that there are no demons in ones life at any time. 

Therefore it is not rational to think they exist. But I myself have talked 

to and seen demons and have known people called schizophrenic, for 

whom it is assumed are victims of mere hallucinations. These people 

have made demonic sounds and have had daily detailed conversations 

with “hallucinations.” Some I have known have screamed to the top of 

their lungs to be left alone. These are not mere hallucinations. 

But there is something that I want to outline here that is different, and 

a better, more pleasant thing. And that is Personality Snatching. 

At one time of my life I so strangely took on frequent fake personifies, 

complete with unique and pre existing accents.  

Its as though I was such a natural actor seeing the world in different 

ways, and finding that pleasant, desirable. I woke up one morning 

taking a role of a detective. I imagined I was a demon. Anti Christ. And 

many things. Its so addictive. Done so seldom to, that a person changes 

through accents like clothes. If only because it is such a fun experience, 

I recommend you try it. 

The Faultly- Functioning 

Christian Satanism naturally builds up “spiritual carnal strength.” This 

Cs-Vigor and Cs-Vitality comes naturally when fusing the carnal with 

spiritual wellness. To be acting Christ through Satan, not unlike burning 

wax from wick to burn bright and long. A better metaphor of that is 

raising up a kite. Up high it goes, yet remains grounded, controlled.  

It is a vile lot to a Christian Satanist, one that is Christian Satanic has 

moved beyond, hopefully, to be able to refute and dispose of being 

tread all over without a fight.  

It is an abnormality to succumb to slavery at any degree, to do as told 

without question, to allow another to boss you around without reward, 



without it being favorably beneficial. Where is their fight? This is 

indicative of a non- presence, what we call “Dilution of Spirit” where 

others are pouring into you their water. They have no taste of their 

own and choose to survive by “accepting water.” Like water they will go 

which way whatsoever, but cannot withstand.  

You are Only Free to be Liberal 

You are not free to be without liberal thinking. All are acceptable, there 

is no tolerance for intolerance. You are not free to think you are better 

than others. You “are just the same” as everyone else. That is how it 

goes. Then isn’t being truly liberated to be liberated from liberals? Isn’t 

truly liberated thought not “liberal” thought?  

But anti- racist, stringently non judgmental- comparisons- thoughts is 

very counter productive. Bearing that kids are always doing what they 

are told not to- to say these things are wrong, are counter productive 

implications.  

It used to be that being a Satanist was to be rebellious. Now it is a racist 

that is “wrong.” Who cares about being a part of the union against non- 

PC thinking and supporting these groups, minorities, when there is no 

reward? When its just doing more of the same. When it is sunshine 

smiled upon? 

I see ahead that its just going to increase and fortify it, when those that 

are racist are the villains, after being forced dead for too long, the taste 

of rewardless endeavors. 

Counter -Cultural Views 

These are views currently stigmatized by modern culture which slowly 

form and adapt to future views and cultures. 



The Civil Rights movement created legendary men in legendary times. 

Now that opportunity to take part, to become legendary within it- is 

missed.  

So the struggle to make it reappear is present. They want to be a part 

of those times. So they create a space the same, while lying to their 

selves. Around every corner is a racist. A black woman once called me 

racist for not looking at her.  

Someday I will walk around the corner to see a black man pointing at a 

car and yelling “that’s racist!” 

They are racistly paranoid and “over- driven sensitive.” And want a 

glory day of being donned fully and luxuriantly in the robes of black 

color.   

The Fundamentals of Operating a Christian Satanic Church 

A tithing system is present that is at least 25% of all tithes presents 

service back to its members. Those services are: 

A book is present in which each members name are signed upon along 

with links to their use of social internet sites and email addresses, and, 

when present, things indicative of Christian Satanism that they created 

and offer either for free or for sale. 

There must be a person or persons, as many as are neccesary, that both 

promote this and list them online. This is to help with those taking their 

time to produce CS Material Csiam. And to encourage and compliment 

ones socializing and support from other Christian Satanists, their 

Brotherasistancias. 

Communion among us is to be amplified online, when not at Church, 

and very well the purpose of meeting together apart from the internet 

is to supplement and accentuate online activity together. So these 



meetings are for online support and help afterward. The priest/ESS 

should be prepared to do as such. Where one needs support or notice, 

attention or expansion online, the Church meeting provides those so 

needing. 

A person should have the opportunity to describe her or his online 

activity, cause, and requests, such as support either socially, 

constructively, or financially. 

And the heads of Church, per Church, conducts a website each of their 

own that documents all these things and the overall activity of sites the 

same from other CS churches the Onliniacongrestica (Online 

Congregation Operations.) 

A Few of the Greatest of Things 

Action figures that look like devils 

Green Marbles 

Little Green Army Men 

Stencils 

Trapper Keeper 

STICKERS 

Glow in the dark things, esp., stars 

Troll Dolls 

Colored pens 

Mickey mouse watch 

Blue quartz 



Arm warmers, white cargo pants, out door sandals, wool socks, over 

coat, lab coat, turtle neck, shirt with angel wings on back, fanny pack, 

army belt, thermal long johns.. 

Reuban sandwiches 

Cherry cider 

Fried Zuccinni, fried mushrooms, fried zucchini, fried shrimp 

Chile rellenos 

Iced tea 

Bubble Up lemon lime soda, pink guava soda (Mexican import) 

A Super- Cake: one cake on top of another cake, melted candy bars on 

top. 

Caramello Cadsbury candy bar 

Shock tarts, giant sweet tarts 

Peanut butter fudge 

Pistachio pudding 

The books: The Richest Man in Babylon, The Greatest Salesman on 

Earth, The Power of Language, Russian Proverbs, Self- Leadership, The 

Magic of Recluse, A Dozen Black Roses, Tale of the Body Thief, The 

Encyclopedia of Magic, The Book of Nod, Paradise Lost, Origen and his 

work, Machiavelli The Prince, Books on the history of Christianity, How 

to Read Music, and the NET version of the Holy Bible. 

The “Gray” is Emerging 

It might very well be soon that the concept of a gray “Jedi” emerges in 

Star Wars. Other than that the concept is sparsely used. When it does 

become in greater use we should take an opportunity to promote 



Christian Satanism alongside. It shouldn’t e long. Its been a long time 

coming that people are looking beyond the simplicity of plain good and 

evil. 

Its acceptable. I have been told many times online and off that it is a 

reasonable proposal: that they can coincide. More often than not I’ve 

been told its even more reasonable to think they naturally do, than 

rather not. Reviews of my books are most often good and helpful.  

Let’s Make September the Month of Christian Satanism 

It’s a powerful idea that we in one month, which is September, a good 

month for so doing, is the month of Christian Satanism. Let’s have our 

greatest out put executed during that time. Let us not tire of it and 

make a “Christian Satanic Explosion-“ One that will make us all known, 

one that will have us noticed, have us remembered.  

The most effective thing we can do- is write. And if possible (and 

actually it isn’t that difficult) write two books that month on Christian 

Satanism. Have them be free books and in public domain, at least on 

that month, September. 

But also let us have a Christian Satanic Christmas on that month, 

elluding to the birth and revival of Christian Satanism to buy things that 

are exclusively Christian Satanic.  

As long as this always is, each year will be a big bang for us, and those 

Christian Satanists that are otherwise unseen, will come forth, and be 

known.  

Free To Take Either Side 

The Christian Satanist should not restrict his self to both sides 

combined, but should allow himself to explore each, independently. 

What is important is that you are not restricted to one or the other, 



either. As you go, you must allow yourself back, and this is only a thing 

a real Christian Satanist can do. Altogether it makes yourself more 

Christian Satanic, not less. 

This book is more Satanic than Christian, so far.. 

If you do not deny God altogether, than you’ve done well. I had needed 

to tear some certain bonds recently, if I was to remain Christian Satanic, 

and to so do wrote two books exclusively Satanic, before this. 

But as much as its ever been the storm quieted and God came back into 

my life, very strongly. 

If you are Christian Satanist, it proves that nothing can completely 

separate yourself from God. That is a very special trait especially proven 

and held true of a Christian Satanist. 

And there is no feeling better than coming back to God. You may think 

you are separated from him forever, but somehow comes the day you 

are back with Him and every bad perspective leaves and you have a 

friend once again. 

There is no rule of Christian Satanism other than having the ability to 

move back and forth in a way that is not completely lost. I believe, 

Jesus Christ will keep you. May find me, circle me, and be with me in 

these end of days. 

Gone Are The Days 

An adult cannot even fathom how so very much as a child they loved 

their life and things- if they weren’t abused, because then the opposite 

is true, of what a hell. Most children so very loved their life and 

belongings. 



I imagine, of anything I have, as an adult these things don’t so much 

matter. But like I said everything to a child is precious. So I am much 

more happy buying for my nephews and nieces than myself. 

And the same goes for trips, such as a trip to a large lake. I remember 

just a little bit of how great these were, going up mountains, staying in 

a cabin. My father took me on trips with my siblings every year. I think 

my favorite place was amusement parks.  

His children grew up. But now he has his vacations back, as he is raising 

his grand daughter.  

As for me I decided not to ever seed forth children. I just couldn’t do 

that for eighteen years. No way doing. 

Instead I opt to make my books my children. It's not so different, either. 

Like DNA strands they are a part of me, enclosures of my thoughts.  

Not Lesser But More, More Easily 

In regard to goals a person may be over burdened with his/ her tasks. 

But instead of doing less try to make accomplishing them come more 

easily. I put a deadline of the time I use to finish a book: and it was 

difficult. But after I began outlining what I would cover it was twice as 

easy. 

But say you aren’t a writer but a painter. Then, teach yourself what you 

will do before hand, rather than doing things as you go along. Or else 

practice quickness. Its like with speed reading, and they say that 

concentration improves, not lessens, through learning to speed read. 

Sure I could “stop and smell the roses,” bide my time, but I haven’t time 

to waste.  

What The Rich Have 



We poor/ middle income- who are several stories below those that are 

rich- deep in the basement- can only imagine what comes to those that 

are genuinely rich.  

They don’t ride. They’re driven. 

They buy new clothes every month- and they’re washed- with Tide. 

They have no household chores- their places are kept spotless. 

They bathe- in a swimming pool. 

Their houses and yard is the size of a city block 

The beach is in their yard, and another in Italy 

I think I’ll go to the Roman Coliseum. 

Let’s hear an orchestra play 

Super Bowl time! Let’s watch it on our home theater- or even go their. 

Thanksgiving! How about lobster? 

I know own all the rights to the Beatles repertoire 

There’s an amusement park in my yard 

The examples can’t be exhausted. But what I like best about the rich is 

how the world is their oyster. Going into town is different when you are 

rich. Only none of us could know. 

Well, Then, Hell, Then 

Now imagine if you accept Sa and Ya both. You being Christian Satanic, 

even operating and fostering both as a Church- Yasachu. 

Then a Yasa, God chooses you to be damned for it. But are you not 

more accepting of Ya's judgement, not less accepting? Sure you are 

going where Ya would have you be. 



It is like our God is saying He wants you to be with Sa.  

But more likely, and it is very reasonable to conclude, Ya would have 

you be elsewhere, living everlasting on Middle Ground, not as 

reincarnation, but as being reincarnated with all of your memories 

intact. 

The More Unseen and the More Unknown 

The more you refute the popular modern- mindness of the populous in 

which you live, the more independent and self- inclusive, self- 

contained, of your own, then, you are. A separate entity, a unique 

being.  

Take on clothing of uniqueness. Be different or misplaced in taste. 

Tread over old lands forgotten. Because one, you will be encapsulated 

into being your own- and two, you would be doing what is genuinely 

Yasatic- that you do love the world but not their world but your own 

world. This is Christian Satanic (Yasatic.) 

Sixteen Examples of Yasatism 

One- love of the sun. It's been said that worship and reverence of the 

Earth is a anti Christ trait. The sun is not. Ya gave us the sun as a fixed 

pleasure, a dependable sourse of needed warmth. It's like a bottle for 

Man. 

Just not worship it. That goes hand in hand with worship of Sa- which 

though, is not off limits being Yasatic. 

Two- perfectionism (in the right areas.) Perfectionism is another Satanic 

trait. But not when applied to spiritual things, or when it is spiritual 

itself. 

Three- speaking your mind. Ya wants you to be a working self 

preserving being. No more than He wants the weak to be strong does 



He detest attack on those blameless. He would protect you from the 

wicked would He not? And the same goes for Sa, who would, if he likes 

you. 

Four- the light repression of lust. These thoughts can have no ends, 

getting worse and worse. But those who think the least is wrong will 

surely know the further ends are, and will enjoy the least, more, than 

those who find no wrong from any of it. 

Five- The number 8 is Yasatic. When numerology is done with it 8 

pushes back, and sixteen, which may be yet more Yasatic, turns 

numerologically into seven. 8 has always been an incredible number 

often cited to indicate balance. 

Six- Enjoying food. If you recall psalm 23 and what Solomon said in 

Ecclesiastes then you’d no doubt agree that Ya would have us enjoy it. 

Though indulgence is also a Satanic trait for no reason different than 

that Ya provides, Sa has us enjoy. 

Seven- Asceticism that strengthens, physically and mentally. Such as 

the result of boot camp, or even tough schooling. That is betters 

spirituality is not Satanic. But rather spiritual stamina and power, makes 

it so. 

Eight- RPGs. Why not? You use Satanic means to defeat evil. It's like 

black magic used to defeat the wicked, which could be another Yasatic 

thing. 

Nine- providing wealth to your own friends and family.  Giving to your 

enemies or strangers is much further on the Christian side- is Christian. 

But to provide well as to your family is Yasatic. 

Ten- Earning money. Its been said you cannot serve God and money- 

but what about earning money? Your income represents your help, and 



returns the favor. If you are making the world better with your work, 

and receive money for it, this is Yasatic. 

Eleven- Being without fear. This is in regard to beholding a God 

sincerely without fear of repercussions from Him. Because if you are 

doing wrong your sins will find you. But if you are not avoiding the 

punishment and don’t have fear, regret, or guilt from it you are actually 

innocent, like being naked before Ya.  

Twelve- asking for Ya grandiose things. Such as great wealth, or power, 

or sex. As long as you don’t expect so much it coming into reality or 

disdaining Ya if it doesn’t, than this is a Yasatic thing. 

Thirteen- laying ground for honesty. If you are honest though 

judgmental you are still being honest, though Satanic in your judgment.  

Fourteen- making your judgment righteous. Jesus slipped this Yasatic 

thing into his teaching. It is Yasatic and I think he knew so. 

This is in some cases very acceptable, necessary for the greater good 

and even with great force applied. 

Fifteen- taking chances. The bravery against failure- wanting to 

succeed, fearless if you fail. Dreaming big, endeavoring to achieve a 

result, and not being crushed by failure when present is Luciferian in its 

scope, godly in its victory. 

Sixteen- simply agreeing or lying to prevent an argument or fight.  

As well to just blend in. As these things preserve peace they are good, 

and in a Satanist view simply the smarter way to do something.  

The formula for Christian Satanism should assert that if it is even a little 

Yasatic (Christian Satanic) then it is entirely enough. It should not be 

confined to a rigorous formula. 

.. 



The Contracted Anarchist Social System 

This is a generally lawless fully right enabling system that gives power 

to corporations and those that serve them. To them you basically sell 

your soul for peace, money, protection, and productivity. 

This is to say that an individual chooses their fate, putting their selves 

into the hand of corporations, for which a contract is assigned.  

However a contract is changed- that I won’t personally cover. 

But each place provides certain things (such as one providing beds, and 

food, while another provides money, but that one doesn’t, and there 

may be some that meets all of a person needs) and to disregard the 

contract may have you removed. 

A system like this is already being implemented. 

Credit- Coin Implementation 

Based on the letters of your name objects cost a certain credit coin, and 

this is relative to a Master Name.  

Let’s say your name is Joe Bubba Black. Then Astins Cherry Cider would 

be a two credit coin. There are two letters that match the name with 

the product. 

But what about a nugget of gold? That is where the “sub terms” are 

applied. Must buy also. Must pay payments. Must pay for hourly 

service. Only for rent. 

Why use such a system? Because it makes for a diverse more moldable 

(like clay) economy- most importantly one that kind of very well creates 

a living, breathing, differentiating, and ever evolving economic system. 

For example- there are many things people are buying- so there are 

many new and different things sold. Services come about- more ways 



to use credit coins. Work is more broadly done- you can work more 

specifically for what you would buy. You or your boss or both come to 

terms which credit coins you will work for- and those determine more 

specifically what you would buy. 

Remember- a five or six credit coin is the same as a three or one, they 

just buy different things, depending on your name (its letters) and 

possibly a Master Name. 

Hell is a Presence, not its own Place 

Hell is a state in which one is within itself. It's not here or there, up or 

down, it is a state within.  

One day I was sitting on a bench and there was strange music playing. I 

was talking “to everyone” and was shooshed. It gave me such a strong 

impression that on this eerie day while the sun was setting that others 

around wanted to hear the suffering of hell. 

A persons perception is different while under hell. Otherwise plain 

music, such as any American music really, sounds evil- a thing of Satan. 

Sometimes soda, anything with carbonated water, tastes toxic. And I 

can imagine what it tastes like to a dog. Food, though, I ate like a dog 

(maybe more like a cat) and was intensively good- very good! 

Fantasy and reality coalesce in Hell. Its sometimes an object of reality 

(fantasy) sometimes fantasy is reality, in hell. One can very well get lost 

within it, in Hell. Especially in oneself, in hell, lost in details, particularly- 

details of self, one can get lost in Hell. 

You hear voices/ spirits/ demons in hell, often. And you have incredible 

visions. I once saw a cloud fall from the morning star that looked like a 

bath black angel. It veered to the left of the sky and became a serpent 

with devil horns. Over the first ray of the sun it went, disappearing in 



the East. Then at the last of the morning star, a magnificent cloud that 

looked more like a bird angel appeared, looking up at the star. After 

that a black rainbow cloud appeared, and a murder of crows flooded 

the park. 

 To Emphasize.. 

Visualization, Optimal- Pathic Reasoning, Pride, Bright Side Thinking, 

Self- Inclusivity, Knowing Your Tastes, Removal of Inhibition, and 

“Memory Drawl. “ 

These things are of up most importance to being and becoming your 

best. 

First, visualization. Remember that having God's image makes us as 

gods that can effectively change the world around us in the magic use 

of visualization. Visualization is superior meditation, and it causes 

things to happen. Magic comes into being the way that is able to, much 

as water will find its own way.  

Once while trying to create sea monsters, I actually caused a few cruze 

ship wrecks instead (whooopes!) 

Visualization also empowers the soul. It concentrates it, fills it.  

It can also prepare you for the future, as much as you think about it- 

and the more you are ready, such as with scientific advancements. 

Visualization should ways be in part a little idealic. The more of it the 

better, depending on how good you use it, the more “special” feelings 

arrived at. (Words cannot articulate the strange senses certain thoughts 

receive while meditating, and they are your best results.) 

Lyrical music can restrict you, but while listening to worded lyrical 

music, transform it into the meaning you’d have it be, not necessarily 

what is being sung. 



Ideas are countless. One example of mine is imagining the Christian and 

Satanic Bible were as Romeo and Juliet, giving birth to the Christian 

Satanic Bible. Be abstract, idealistic, imaginative.  

The Earth we live in is effected by the feelings and thoughts of the 

people within it. This I have experienced to be very true. If intense 

enough, a person's pride can cause a thunderous storm.  

If you think about certain things as another having a different 

perspective, they might. And thinking about new things, as inventions, 

release them, putting them forth into the open, and excelling their 

emergence. 

Bright side thinking does many good things. I used to cull up what was 

positive in my life for hours every day, and deconstructed the negative. 

The results were astonishing. It was like a different way to be in good 

spirits apart from being spiritual.) 

Self inclusivity  is being your own person as much as possible and 

requires to be alone often enough, or what is actually better, if you can, 

being alone in a crowd. Its to refute the popular and modern “think a 

likes.” Look at it as such a good thing- they in the library or music store 

getting the same things all others do- but the Yasatic gets the rest of it.  

Pour over many books or songs, type of dress, hobbies, etc., until you 

find those things unique to you- and take it. 

As for taste: that’s kind of the same side of another coin. Learn what 

you like the best. Learn the best of the least and the least of the best- 

and most importantly the best of the best! 

You’ll then know what you can get and what of all good there is to have 

and even rouse new interests! 



I don’t expect you to go out into public and do and say anything and 

loudly. But if you so loose all inhibition that way you will tear down 

great walls. You’d make yourself free, freer than you ever thought you 

could be, being in the ways you never dared before. 

If you cannot do it in public then do it alone, or with a friend. 

The remembrance technique, to briefly say so again, is to take a small 

basic dictionary and word by word remember something, anything, 

based on the word- and the incredible opening of memory will result- 

things previously dead and gone. 

My Grand Palace, and What is Tour’s? 

First let’s pray a simple prayer. 

“Holy Helper, will you bring about robust scientific advancements, 

fitting into our lush needs?” 

That’s our prayer for today. Let’s imagine something: if science merely 

produces meager, though robust, advances- such as solid holograms 

most of all- we could live within the structure of a hologram. If AI and 

robotics and machinery advances a little enough then we could very 

easily be material wealthy. 

With this in mind I’ll describe my own super- palace. 

It would be a memory, taste, magic, glow in the dark, and master of 

expression palace. 

It's so far reaching. The walls, plastic, the floor, stainless steel. The 

outer walls glow in the dark. The memory section all the best things of 

my childhood. In the master of expression good internet tech and 

creative resources. In the magic section items of magic for use of it- 

mostly music and comfort for practicing visualization. In the taste 

section will be every good thing of my tastes, food and otherwise.  



I’d like to be in Holland. 

I once asked Ya, “if I can’t have the earth could I at least have a portion 

of it? All the following night I dreamed of Holland, mostly just hearing 

the word Holland over and over again. 

I used to hug the Earth and say,”I hug my little blue rock. I love my little 

blue rock. I pray it be wonderful wherever I am on my little blue rock 

and I pray the sun stay where it is!” 

Offhand, do you want to know what’s the best time? Laying on the 

ground stretching out your arms, pretending you are bound and saying, 

“I’m the King of the Jews!” I was at the Fisherman’s Grotto in San 

Francisco doing that and right after I said, “I’m the King of the Jews!” A 

cop pointed at me and said, “Get up and go!” I felt like I was 

commanded to set myself free. 

They That Come to Thrive 

In difficult times the brilliant go into play- dough holes selling play 

dough. Some go into hiding having been prepared, already having been 

reclusive. They that take up better positions through relentless 

thoughts inside science and invention have made grand sums of money 

while the regular and simple have done little to nothing but survive off 

of meager pay.  

Those that are the innovators, really those that refuse to toil and never 

elevate their selves have made outstanding changes in the Earth.  

If a person was to take the time to think not so much as the “seen on 

TV” or the slight differences but rather to pursue the greater things- S/ 

he could conquer and be made wealthy. 

I had a few formulas construed for the better road there: 



First take two to four pre existing things and combine them. Second 

develop you abstract thinking- you could use Solomon's sigils to idealize 

a new circuit board. And third do things in your own way, but do learn 

the fundamentals of the science under which you are working.  

I and I now have things to add to that: 

Practice and end- all. People like Steve Jobs knew that the cell phone 

could be greater than the personal computer- that a cell phone was a 

better personal computer, so he went forth to have the best one made.  

However what comes beyond that? A watch? A ring? A set of rings – 

wrist band, hologram, what? What composes the next best step? I 

really do like the ideas of rings. There could be ten of them and could 

make your hands work magic. 

I add that using visualization to music you can dream of things to come. 

It would present one idea and another and give you many ideas of the 

things possible in the products of science. 

And also keep in mind that just because you think some things are 

impossible or couldn’t be any better does not make it so. These are 

things that would likely be thought up by other people, or a group, or a 

piece at a time until it is so. 

After all, if you could think it up, you would make it yourself. A man in 

the dark ages may think there could never be anything better than the 

sword but then came Lucas and the light saber. Take these things 

twenty years or a thousand- science can.  

Capitalism is not Just for the Rich 

Old ideas never die. There are still many that listen to classical music 

and play MS- DOS games (and Atari.) Grand pianos are still used, and 

brick for homes. If anything old things are given new life. Many people 



are getting these old video game systems newly made and newly made 

games are coming out for them. 

What was once done with relatively few people: producing old 

Nintendo games, now are being done by kids and adults alike.  

And altogether these old things cost several thousand dollars cheaper 

that before. Hundreds of games and a thirty dollar system- games that 

were fifty dollars each and systems 200$. They used to fill large arcade 

cabinets but got smaller. All the way to the size of a half foot cube- plug 

it in (your giant TV) and enjoy! 

It would have been for me several hundred dollars to get a 32 inch flat 

screen TV back when. But now that’s under 200$. I started out with a 

very small 12 inch TV not even that, and it was black and white. But 

now people are moving to digital projectors and have 100 inch displays. 

In just a few years after it’s release, a video game console as used is 50 

dollars- as new? A few hundred.  

No one had a DVD player- now they are thirty dollars. 

The grand point is that what as early only the rich could afford or a 

poorer person barely can, if at all, quickly are the cheap things of the 

future. That’s capitalism. Where the rich have the piece of the pie later 

we eat some too, just not right away. But sometimes we all eat at the 

same time. 

As a matter of fact many have things free. Classical music CDs are a 

dime a dozen. Free music of an enormous library is. And ROMs and 

emulators, movies and shows, have been made free via the internet. It 

used to be pricey to create books- now books are freely reproduced (as 

an eBook.) 

How Asceticism Forever Changes People 



It seems the greatest religious minds have endured difficulties in life. If 

you are to create a ground breaking new religion then asceticism, 

whether deliberate or not, but taken as opportunity, is the best thing 

you can do. 

Let’s consider some examples:  

The Buddha was at first rich but left his wealthy life to find a greater 

meaning. He went from wealthy to destitute and would come to know 

the meanings behind life and suffering and all the peaceful perspectives 

as one enlightened. 

Jesus is a major example. He was homeless and frail. He faced 

surmounting difficulty leading up to his unimaginable torture on a 

cross. And what if he was rich? What if he had every good thing? Would 

he really have had anything seriously said about our existence? Well at 

best he’d have advice on how to become wealthy. 

Mohammed- he was poor, to- much so.  

Even L Ron Hubbard is an example. He was a struggling writer 

confounded with poor book sales and crumbs. But eventually he made 

a break through (with his book, Dianetics.) And its been said of his 

children that they lived off beans. 

As for me, I’m most certainly no exception. The worst of my life hasn’t 

been from being homeless or incarcerated, of which I both were, but 

the worst thing? It was when I had no food. And that was often in my 

life. I might have had all day one piece of bologna, or sometimes not 

even that. 

And I’ve been homeless, once for a year. Still during difficult times, for 6 

years I spent writing The Christian Satanic Bible. While going to the 

library, a friend's home, or on a cheap laptop- and I would never have 

done anything better- it is my master work. 



Final Fantasy as a Religion 

A person can create a religion from many different sources but a Final 

Fantasy religion would be the best. There are many different stories in 

Final Fantasy, each different from game to game. They have all new 

characters and stories from game to game, with very few sequels. 

The game very well imposes what could be a religion, a kind of “anti 

religion” theme exists within it- and this is much like Christian Satanism. 

Someone could make a religion from Star Wars- and some have. But its 

not much of a religion. Its shallow ways- using characteristics of Jedi or 

Sith lifestyles, which there isn’t much of and not much of a religion 

could be from. And some in so doing have lied to their selves well 

enough that the Force does exist because they want so much their 

fantasy to be real- like those that make themselves believe vampires 

are real. 

For most things there’s just not enough substance there to form a new 

religion but Final Fantasy is loaded with it. 

The Christian Satanic bible owns some of its substance from the Final 

Fantasy series. For example ideology. And also using spells in real life- 

not as waving hand and bringing up fire- but rather to fire up others is 

to cast fire on someone.  

As it has been a monumental influence on my life most of what I write 

was formed from Final Fantasy. 

Maybe I’ll make a Final Fantasy religion some day. 

I’m sure it would be better than a Zelda religion, or a Star Trek one. Star 

Trek at best has the Rules of Acquisition- but they are humorous and 

simple, as they currently are. 



I would like that Christian Satanists be creators of religions, whatever 

they create. Nothing so much changes the world than a good religion. 

The Everlasting? 

Do not bother wasting your time into forming anything you think will be 

everlasting. Instead speak your mind and present ideas your own- 

present sincerity. 

Many people abolish the Holy Bible because it promotes slavery, 

genocide, and sexism. Its ideas are largely impractical these days and 

has lost much of its practice. But as long as its authors presented their 

selves honestly- but they didn’t. They sold themselves to the public and 

were victims of influence. Their influences were many. They handed it 

down. They weren’t thinking much for their selves. 

I imagine Man may eventually arrive at a truly god mindset someday. 

Then all knowledge and writings- including this one, would merely 

being as a dog teaching a human. That through biological engineering 

science, or a highly advanced android- all anyone currently has to say- 

would be like a dog who thinks he can teach a human. 

People used to engross their selves in menial forms of entertainment. 

In keeping himself entertained as well as possible Man has made great 

strides scientifically. 

Maybe things aren’t so bad for the future of my work, maybe it would 

be given to a lesser humanoid.  

These ideas I present are reflections of someone who has kept himself 

apart from popular and conditioned psyches. I am ahead in that. As 

long as I exist I will write. And I don’t think the end of my current life 

will be the end of my work. Who knows? I may live forever in the flesh 

if science gets the ball rolling. And there will be those that extend my 



work. And maybe as I evolve mentally, my work will be ever- better, if 

not ever- lasting.  

Having no Softy Heart to Break 

The best you can do to have a strong, cool (if not plain cold) grey heart- 

Having, in short, a Grey Heart, is to not succumb to the self pity forming 

white heart producing effects of “bitch music.” Have your songs 

listened to void of bleeding heart ideas.  

A man is otherwise strong- is not a petty person- if he does not 

envelope himself into the woes of sad broken hear love you forever 

music. 

Take a more rational stance on relationships. Yes, you may lose 

someone- but clinching and knawing about it isn’t going to help. Do not 

invest into this triumphal kind of perspective about so surety of having 

found eternal love. Do you realize how very stupid those songs sound? 

Things come and go. Try maybe speed dating. Ask out all around or 

bring to from online- or know a hooker. 

Yasatism as a Way of Not Being 

Christian -Satanism are of people not taking seriously any concrete 

label. It is its own thing- but the label's nature is a natural non one. 

Christian -Satanism is not strictly a way of being. It's a way of all- being, 

all- becoming.  

It has got to be the best label.  

It annoys. All else are taking a side. Why don’t you take a side? Being a 

Christian Satanist is being a cheater. It's like a black panther being also 

in the KKK. It's like a Jew in the Nazi party. Hey! Don’t you care about 

the other Jews? And he says, “I’m not all Jews. That’s racist!” 

Be a Villain of Your *Own* Culture, and How Evil May Win 



I have seen many Asian rap gangsters- and they are shameful. It is 

something best done by blacks, for sure. I imagine an Italian choosing 

to be a rap gangster instead of a mobster, and it’s a waste.  

Of a race, of a type. I don’t care if you think that all races compose the 

same person- it doesn’t. The difference of culture from race to race is 

glaringly obvious, if only due to “birds if a feather flock together-“ 

which is very true. A person of a race will almost always intricately 

emulate her/ his race. 

So I say if you are going to be a good and effective villain then find one 

from your own culture and do it well. 

An Asian could be an assassin, as a ninja, which may sound a goofy 

thing, but certainly not if done well. 

A white person could be (a personal favorite) Lex Luther. Lex Luther- 

the perfect villain white, bald, genius, and rich. 

As a side note there’s the simple truth that you just can’t have the 

villain kill the super hero. No matter what Joker has not killed Bat Man. 

Nor Lex Luther Super Man. If it can’t be done, but another could be: 

and that is humiliating the super hero. For example, Super Man could 

be humiliated, stigmatized, and forced the leave Earth! 

Simplifying  

All that cool mindedness is is choosing peace 

All that work is is choosing to desire the process 

All that reading is is a little at a time 

All that a movie is is a moment at a time. For me watching a movie or 

show isn’t a rule to finish. I watch them a little here and there until I’ve 

seen them in complete. 



All that a bath is is peroxide and a rag 

All that song writing is is good words and a few chords 

All that cleaning is is a little here, a little there 

All that writing is- well, for me it's up to 20 pages a day. But I enjoy 

doing it, seeing it as an opportunity, not a goal, not a toil. 

All the best eating comes from the best food- and not too much of it. 

All that collection is is having all of one thing in time. But why? 

.. 

Leisure Time.. 

I once heard of a man that said he walked a mile every day in order to 

enjoy his free time. By having something he wanted to do but not 

doable immediately in the day, by the time his desired activity came he 

had built up desire to have it. 

If a person is productive, filling a need from others, then he is a more 

viable member of society. 

It may sound atrocious to some but I think that people who are on 

disability income should be taught and invested in to be creative- if 

they at all can. Which for the very few who are, let’s say, badly autistic 

or such, are a small percentage of people on disability income. But 

those that can- paint, write, play music, or work on creative products- 

should get paid a little more.  

If a police officer likes one type of person it is most of all one that is 

hard working and productive- and that is a major thing taught in 

incarceration.  

There’s no rest for the wicked- but idle hands are not the Devil's work. 



Supporting The Underdog 

This is a very Yasatic thing (Christian Satanic) that of supporting an 

under dog, especially in fortifying and turning the tables in their favor. -

Oh how the proud are fallen! Oh how the weak have become strong! 

And those that have done this have thought your choices were poor- 

but the lesser thing has off become the best, in time. 

And you- you were a savior unto them, their victory. 

I want the success of the company SEGA. -Even if from a separate force, 

but their name being important. A new video game console made in its 

name could be called the Seagasis- or if SEGA creates it they could call it 

the SEGA Phoenix. 

I like SEGA mostly for the reason that it began more the wicked choice 

and its games were certainly wicked (such as Altered Beast and Mortal 

Kombat -which SEGA allowed for blood to be in it.) And they are under- 

regarded. They created 3D with Virtual Fighter- the best start in 3D 

games. But SEGA “went gray and gone that way.”  

As for under- liked, other under- used things: 

Vegeta from DBZ 

Linux, and Ubunto 

Legend, the movie (and no not “I am Legend”) 

Sketchers (shoes) 

LEXX, the show 

Nobuo Uematsu, who can never be popular enough 

And Live 365 -the website (if that’s still around by the time this is read.) 

The Big Bang and Evolution From Monkeys are Preposterous Ideas. 



Some people can’t accept that the idea we were burst into being – that 

a life is composed of flesh and chemicals- meaning really nothing- that 

we are just here so oddly haphazardly- are altogether absurd ideas. 

We have harassed the power of the universe extensively. They don’t 

consider the extraordinary marvel of compact cell phones but will tell 

you that you are merely a working of chemical and flesh. That’s like 

saying a cell phone is just electricity and metal, which is true- except we 

as such- we plainly have a soul. 

And what is there to purposeless existence? What if a cell phone just 

kind of came into being? Even more- what if it just kind of came to 

know itself?  

L Ron Hubbard, whether or not you personally like him (which I do) 

posed the question, “when you close your eyes and look at a memory, 

what sees it?” A “scientist” would say, simply chemicals. 

It is like a question that the fridge would ask the electricity: Where do 

you go when I’m of on? 

It is my stance to not accept all things of scientific theory. It has been so 

often that the best of scientific understanding was later determined to 

have holes. That’s been before and is still now. First the say gravity, 

then they say one thing wrong later and another thing well, let’s go 

back and rearrange this theory: I’ve said it before: It's like they glue 

together house of cards. 

How to Use and What of Magical Artifacts? 

Bed 

A bed most conductive of magic is as a coffin. With incense near it, and 

four candles, on each corner, and music playing- to which you visualize- 



works magic. But first, eat well at a table- savoring it. And generalize to 

what you will visualize.  

An Occult Diary 

When you write down details of the day you may find things were 

subtely presented to you. Or you may otherwise note things that stood 

out, or appeared out of place. I had a brief thought one afternoon of 

Mammon being a guard to the gates of hell and would have forgotten 

about it. But I wrote it down. And later came to know he is sometimes 

considered to be. 

Also I had this sudden idea of .making a Pentagram of Azrael. His name 

in Hebrew has five letters, and I made his angelic image in something as 

a Baphomet. I would have just ignored the thought to do this. But later 

I saw a pre existing image of Azrael that put him in a pentagram and 

realized something was revealed to me. 

My examples are numerous. One more was that I kept thinking the 

word principality. I was trying to think of the perfect form of a ruling 

party. I didn’t even know what a principality was. So I wrote it down, 

looked it up later- and it was perfect. More than that some 

metaphysical element came from it when I found d that is an old word 

that also indicated a pre- existing principality- that being Jesus, angels, 

archangels (in a specific order, those that rule.) 

A Thick Hooded Robe- perfectly helps meditative visualization. It 

produces more comfort than anything else could.  

Your Potion, Your Drink 

Whatever it is. What is important is how it is drunken. And that is very 

slow- but not sipping. Its consuming with slow continuous drinks. This 

causes a feeling of peace and relaxation which opens your “gate” to 

bringing it magical energies. 



Putting on the Ritz 

To dress proudly is to present yourself desirably to outer forces. O es 

mentality is changed- and much to the better- when you are well 

dressed. This is greater than the cloaks of a ceremony. Your “gate” is 

open, leaving you receptive to forces, sometimes diabolical. And this is 

good use in lesser magic whereas you are well of socially. 

A Crystal 

There’s a lot of those saying diamonds and rubies are the greatest of 

stones- but none are so magically powerful as crystals. Namely blue 

and rose quartz crystals. 

When Ya designed and set them forth He was giving them particular 

power knowing that they will be regarded lesser, but wanted all things 

on earth to be valuable. 

Were a crystal. It just makes things better. 

Green Marbles 

More importantly how they are used. I looked far and wide for the 

impossibly difficult thing- a good, working ritual. One of the few I’ve 

found came from a book called Nocturnal Magic by Konstantinos. I 

improved it by using a green marble instead of a clay sphere.  

Obscure Things- Things Old and Forgotten 

Things once well loved have engulphed energy until the mouth was 

shut. To open its mouth is to “here” magic and that's the best way it 

can be said. 

So it is that to look through old books, hear old songs, especially 

classical, with or without vocals, has you kind of fall backwards. 



The spirit of man was one way and it evolved. But to engross yourself in 

his things of past will envelope yourself into his previous spirit, kind of 

as a magical form of time travel. And underneath these things, in the 

sub of contact- reality, their exists these things uncovered.  

What I love Most is to Pretend 

I sometimes lay on the ground like a cross and think I’m Jesus saying 

“Im the King of the Jews!” Do you have a church where I could do that? 

More than that I like to snatch up personalities. Its fun to. I rise from 

bed and start talking in a strange accent “the Detective,” for example, 

giving myself a duty for the day. 

But the greatest if these is with my Mickey Mouse doll. It’s the size of a 

foot- the smaller one. I pretend it's Satan sometimes. We sing a song 

and dance around- a song called, “I will steal paradise.” Someone once 

told me this was Satanic blasphemy- but it's not. Its bad enough God is 

so taken as a mean, butt picking, petyful God- but Satan, too? Satan’s 

just altogether gets pissed of by this? Not mine! 

Wherever I go my Mickey will go. If I have just one thing- its gotta be 

my Mickey (by the way I have Mickey Mouse shirts, stickers, and a MM 

watch.) 

High Hopes 

Whenever someone promises something to you then doesn’t come 

through on it, then they are a despicable in trustworthy thing. 

If they promise you something they may be feeling indebted to you- or 

worse, pushing their debt ahead of them. 

Don’t promise at all. If you don’t promise something you might not 

have to face the reality of not wanting to take care of it in the future. 



If you don’t promise then you can occur it as a sudden surprise when 

you accomplish/ do it. And if you don’t promise it then there is no 

pressure of in the meanwhile having it done. 

Belligerent People 

From time to time I’ve seen people go hay wire often saying their rights 

are being violated, always feeling it was their right to agress. These 

people shout yell and threaten, throwing fits. Sometimes they accuse 

their agressed of racism, and lie saying they were called a nigger. 

In whatever slippery way they could get it, they’ll find.  

People that are belligerent against authority should be thrown to the 

ground and have their arm broken- no matter who they are (apart from 

children.) But in any regard they should be made to respect people in 

charge of the greater peace. 

But they aren’t. A security guard can’t hit someone with a furious 

temper tantrum. They have to take insult. Those that act this way know 

they can furl all manner of shit around. They should be knocked out of 

their senses and pointed the right way.   

Are you made of doll parts? 

There are those with brick- they are strong, dependable and sturdy. 

There are those of feather- they are dreamy and last forever 

There are those of cloth- they cannot be formed apart. 

There are those of water- always getting cold or hotter. 

There are those of fire- they live to inspire. 

There are those of wood- who knew that they could? 

There are those of earth- quite much is their girth. 



There are those a doll who hate the words of Paul, they would never 

fall when playing with a ball- Christian Satanists one and all. 

Chaos of the Seeds 

You are “Chaos Seeders,” Christian Satanists. 

This involves all things complacent/ stale.  

For example- a society. As new societies form they are robust. The 

roads are new and freshly paved. 

But over time comes more roads and more routs. Or look at it this way: 

there are less problems to address in the beginning. What would be 

right or wrong in society is much in the open air. 

But soon one problem becomes two, becomes four- and they have a 

way of multiplying, not mere adding. Subtraction, as it turns out, is 

really just all to much multiplying out figured solutions in the utopian 

quest. 

Over time societies become a system of systems.. Of systems of 

systems. 

This is evident in all societies that have been around for any time. For 

example in God's Israel the dictates of moses became so carefully and 

stringently followed that to spit on the ground was to plow on Sunday. 

Jesus came into this system- and the system was already about to 

burst- and Jesus was the perfect figure to do so- he planted seeds of 

chaos. 

So the main agenda is to turn things on its head and start new. 

Whatever it is- it just needs to be revolutionary. For example: as the 

Hippy movement of the sixties. 



The earth itself though is dying without chaos. And no matter what an 

environmentalist would tell you- there is a need for billions of seeds to 

be dropped down upon the earth. 

Sweet Majestic Solitude 

It is true than Man is social. People can’t be so much their own honor 

and approval. Ones thoughts only go so far about oneself. Though 

stigma from others- usually isn’t good, is even very bad. And one then 

would hide and conceptualize a remedy of power. 

Its been said, say nothing bad about yourself. That a person himself 

says to himself he’d never accept from another's mouth. But when 

someone says it about their self its very meaningless. You can say to 

yourself “how stupid!” But you don’t hurt your own feelings- at least I 

don’t. 

With as much as you are social, fine, of course- but although we are 

social, we also all need time alone. This should be given an opportunity 

of any- especially ones spouse, but also friends and family. Give them 

time alone, and take out time alone for yourself. 

I don’t know about you- but the thought of my own hotel room for a 

few days would be heavenly. 

Thoughts should be driven inner, just not outer. 

My Prayers 

I’d said some time ago to God asking him to have Satan here me. I’d run 

a bad direction in prayer- otherwise, but not to include that. You would 

get what you ask for- at a price. And NY prayers dragged me under- 

particularly from requesting to “be everything Lucifer, the son of 

Satan.” As a side note, I love Lucifer as a name. Some would say it was 



never meant to be a name at all. Others would say it is Satan. Some the 

son of Satan. And even some say it is referring to Jesus. 

So after these grandiose prayers emerged I was situated into turmoil 

like Nebuchadnezzar. Homeless- a year, incarcerated and commited- 

two more. 

There came a day during incarceration that I prayed for good music and 

food in my life. At my most bottom base I found them to be the best 

things of a good life, that nothing was better than these two in life. 

We the PEOPLE 

In consecrating a new People the founding fathers were refugees from 

a tyrannical Church state- the worst in history. 

These founding fathers were known to have been lively attendants to 

occult- based groups. Whether or not they were openly Satanic- they 

couldn’t really be. Not any more than today in most places, as 

Christians remain the type that would crucify your Satanic beliefs. 

These founding fathers founded exclusive freedom of religion. And the 

press and speech. They knew what that would lead to. It wasn’t a far 

stone throw away to know.  

And came Satanism- and a lot of it. Our media, movies, the personal 

beliefs of most people in America are saturated with Satanism, and 

when not, at least anti- God. Just very well out in the open- Devil 

worship and lucid elaboration on why Christ is bad. 

Music is – Movies are- Cartoons are- Video games are- Books are.. 

Satanic. 

America was called “The New World,” early on- and it is Satan's. We are 

Satan's people. America is Satan’s Israel.  



I’m Christian Satanist but with every point covered I’d rather be in 

Satan’s country than God's.. Would rather be in a Satanic area than a 

Christians. Maybe that has something to do with being Christian Satanic 

and not just Christian. 

The World is 360 

This formula of Satan occurs throughout music- it really is the Devil's 

music and TV. Those that serve Satan best are subtle- though 

sometimes, altogether apparent and shocking. 

It is the Devil's nation- one far better equipped than Rome in its time. 

But things can turn to dust in one day. 

I have often in thought those geniuses that thrived in difficult times. 

And them that didn’t inherit anything to do so- rather, they just came 

into being- like great bombs set of in turmoil and toil. 

After all there were those that during the dust bowl that went from bad 

to worse and those that developed a mentality in life, the ever- 

dreamers, that excelled into true masters. It could be as simple as 

making Monopoly or Play- Dough, separating oneself into a factory are 

breaking the bonds of poverty. 

At any moment war can break out. Even here, in America- even in some 

ways especially so. Would one hide? Do they know where to hide? 

Were they prepared? Would they succomb? 

I dress advantageously. And I’ve already endured homelessness. And 

I’ve done reasonably well. And I can honestly say, “nothing is as bad as 

it seems,” and, “things have a good way of working out.” 

I like to think of my own people as, “My People of Perfect Sense.” 

My People of Perfect Sense 

I used to think day to day my followers were the wobblers 



Then I called them The Spiny Heads. 

Then, when I knew right what to call them I called them “My People of 

Perfect Sense.” 

Circle around me. I’ll teach you the greatest things. Find me. I want all 

of you in my life. 

The Scientology dogma says that Scientologists may have a god of their 

own choosing- anyone or anything but Jesus- because Scientology is not 

Judeo Christianity. 

Let us offer ourselves up as the gods of Scientology, then. We will 

public ally promote it and we will support it. We will say, we do so as 

your gods. And will offer ourselves up individually as gods. 

A brief Back Ground of My Life 

I was born in 1980, in the Zebulon Hospital of Raleigh North Carolina, 

Wake County, but moved to Portales New Mexico when I was 1. 

At age 8 I was listening to two friends talking about magic. I was very 

interested in this subject. One said to the other that white magic 

wouldn’t damn you, but black magic would. 

So I went to the library and began pouring over all sorts of occult books. 

But didn’t meet with my expectations on what magic could do. 

Then at age thirteen I had been listening to Satanic music, particularly 

Slayer, and at that age sold my soul, “to be a powerful Satanic figure,” 

and, “to be a leader of a Satanic cult.”  

When I turned 18 I attempted to join the Marines. I had gone to Meps 

and came to qualify, then shipped off to boot camp. But I brought the 

Satanic Bible, and because of it asked to leave- which I accepted. 



When I turned 19 I was having trouble in my life- real and bad mental 

problems- that turned out to be Schizophrenia. Not well enough 

known- Schizophrenia is not multiple personality disorder. They are two 

none alike. Schizophrenia is hearing voices said to be hallucinations- not 

real. I was hearing demons in my head and it was effecting my thoughts 

and my life. 

So after being seriously debilitated by Schizophrenia, entered into a 

mental hospital. And put on SSI (disability income.) 

From that time had lived in hotels, mostly. But wanting a change in life 

came to San Francisco, California, where I thrive. 

Wisdom Must Come Forth 

Wisdom is a comprehension that some cannot receive, and some 

receive it greater than others. But all comes as it is or can be 

understood: while others are deaf to it, entirely. 

Have a ready mind and be alert to it, that it may preserve and establish 

you.  

Where the light of Christian Satanism wanes, shine forth. Where we are 

not- be. Give the world the Christian Satanic its treasure and give it life 

where it is otherwise dead. 

Through the ages where we are few and far between we must 

singularly double, triple, and multiply- dually increase. We must flower 

forth colorfully- not as weeds- in fact-  

If it is one apprentice you have, then very well. Teach him thoroughly 

and have him reach out- then teach another. Because its wisdom 

should be handed down as one cares- not so impersonally- but to one 

alone, then another. 



They are The Returners and have the master key to Church. That is the 

greatest bond- that between Master and Apprentice. And have it be at 

its up most best. 

My writings are in public domain. You may freely copy them- with or 

without personal profit. 

The Master Key to Christian Satanism 

They that know these may understand them more or less than others. 

But they that apply them right bear the Key to Yasatism (Christian 

Satanism.) These have taken grueling time to pinpoint and arrange. It 

has come to my understanding that these are its optimal key: 

1- The greatest title and way of that title is to be at yet not to be it. 

2- The greatest way is a choice- it is not one possible choice, but a 

choice of any and from all. 

3- One cannot fathom total reality. But sending the mind outward, it 

can touch upon many things- and the universe itself can be 

manipulated- formed, in its outward expanse.  

4- We are all limited to our grasp of reality by the conformed way in 

which it is handled. Your depth of understanding requires you to 

handle out going thoughts erratically- that you cannot come to as 

walked unto, but that you can only come to by stumbling unto. 

5- The universe has innumerable sounds of it being spoken to, but 

only those sounds coinciding with its over all wishes are heard and 

applied. 

6- S/ he who calculates and brings forth the best possible time 

within any hour has entirely mastered existence. But this is 

sometimes a hand me down from before, that, in the future, you 

bring forth your own paradise- there is no greater thing to be 

competent at. 



7- One travels ahead as one is driven behind. Today is that day of 

your calling. In the metaverse you only travel through as quickly 

as you have learned to drive. Your speed is determined partially 

by your make at birth, but more so by your own drive to increase 

your speed. These are the things of improving mentality. And is 

generally permanent. 

8- Nothing matters more than these few things: satisfaction, 

pleasure, and happiness. And these things generally come without 

toil. It is easier to enjoy life than very many other things that can 

improve it otherwise- but still, it alone isn’t such of a life. 

Advanced Hermetical Principles of Magic- Never Before Disclosed 

“As above, so below.” Your thoughts and psyche, emotions and 

essence of tour soul go up into “The Nether.” When they are 

perfected, they return to you, and we each are in great measure 

things from before. 

These things are always going up, collectively as “Netherengery.” It 

does not stop until it finds itself in another being, or a place of 

“suitable ceasing.” But even then it doesn’t stop. It has just been 

captured. And within its encapsulation it is still being worked- it is 

still moving.  

When it has met its purpose it has been let go. And further away it 

goes. It goes in a circle. Its course is like circular gravity. Its circle can 

be large or small. And can also be quick or slow. That depends on 

how much it is being absorbed. When it is set free, though, it is very 

fast, and returns to you- it is on a circular path.  

The concept of “as above, so below,” is not in a literal sense. It is 

better understood more simplistically as “It is in Nether.”  



That circle moves above, through, below, back through, and above 

then back through, continually. Where there is life, so it is.  And one 

is many circles of widely different places. The circles go through 

other circles and none are at a fixed place- but all are of pieces and 

parts of the universe as not a place of the material world but of its 

“Nether Contact Space.” 

Magic Names 

In a more simple and rudimentary form of name creating there are 

user names created online. 

But they are seldom ever magic names- which are new words, not 

theme words. 

In creating new spirit names- names that themselves create new 

spirits, complex sounds must be formed as to collectively in one 

name are a many things as one name. 

For example if you have the word light to be incorporated into the 

name then any number of words can be used to have it in the name 

(ray, sun, star, beam, glow) and if the spirit name is to include 

bringer of light then includes the word bringer in some way (bearer, 

offering, providing, giver.)  

Whole words aren’t used, however. Just as new words are created 

from other partial words, new spirit names are, too. 

So let’s combine “giving,” and “light.” One word could be for the 

two, “Givight.” And you have a new spirit name.  

These very well are usable in magic as new existing entities. 

The Old Curses 

(WO) Man was said to let take the sandals of nature and conquer it- 

which they recently have been coming to. And it was said (WO) man 



could but live to be 120. But with reference to some scripture in the 

Book of Isaiah- Humans were said to some day live a thousand years 

(more accurately it stated in the future to live a hundred would be a 

child's age.) And that same chapter states that animals won’t be 

slaughtered by other animals. 

So my point being is that these old things were our curse. Jesus 

Christ said that the old curse will be gone. And that heaven was in 

our midst. 

So coinciding with this- as all the old curses will be undone- most 

importantly death, science is advancing, rapidly. 

Once you are saved you always are. The Yazidi knew it, and as we do, 

applied that. Your salvation is without condition. Once you are well 

and truly saved you are forever. Ya would not throw that good thing 

you were into the fire. You are not just your “present,” you ate also 

your past, and never your future.  

Christian Satanists are potentially a wonderful occurrence to God. 

The meaning of that must be left to your own understanding. 

Things are Always Weird 

There’s no real meaning behind what is normal, abnormal, weird and 

not weird. All things are substantially weird to some kind of 

perception, to others the same is normal, acceptable, without 

regard. 

If you listen to modern rap and hip hop you may fit your self into 

that lifestyle thinking it is the coolest thing. Actually these things 

have always appeared clownish to me, in any time.  



Do you remember The Fonz? Oh boy everyone thought he was the 

coolest thing that could be. But now that character is a complete 

moron. 

Then is it that being modern is to be cool? That to be cool you have 

to do it of today? People in the future are going to ridicule the way 

the hipsters of rap speak and wave their hands at you knuckles in 

front. 

Like Adam Sandal's mom said, “They’re all gonna laugh at you!” 

It takes someone enormous self confidence to act crazy, but they are 

always the most popular, the coolest of all people. 

Modern Incarnations 

TMNT movies- wow! The turtles actually look better than the 

originals from 1990! And they have Craig!  

Recently old ideas are rapidly being given new incarnations. Much of 

the time they are better than before. 

Old video game systems and games are being made again, 

independently from their originators. Even new games are coming 

out for them. They cost together many several times cheaper than 

their originals. And since this tech today is child’s play they are more 

dependable- though also more replaceable. 

Instrumental/ classical music is still being made- for movies and 

video games. I pour through them sometimes. I recommend the 

theme to Gremlins and Troll, and the music from Legend. But there 

is so much more good music to be found than simply that.  

As for video game music we have a primitive source of early age 

electronic music. What if the piano or trumpet had an early day? 

Final Fantasy music- music by Nobuo Uematsu- is better than 



Beethoven, and isn’t atonal and messy like modern music. Video 

game music isn’t off the wall (isn’t atonal, direction less) like modern 

classical music typically is. The sound track to Zelda games are 

always excellent, too.  

Classical music is actually very popular in its new form. 

My mother told me when I was a kid that the Ninja Turtles wouldn’t 

be popular forever, but they still are. Things anymore last longer, 

and are always coming up again, or resurfacing. Some of it good, 

other of it bad, but this is all opinion.  

Fiddle While Rome Burns 

With as evil and Godless that so much of the world is- it having so 

often those that refute and calculate “proof” that God doesn’t even 

exist- and so many murdered, liars, lazy, complacent, and perverted 

people: The world is altogether defiled, and it is A Yasatic stance to 

take up the fiddle while Rome burns. 

It is appreciation of the harvester, who is Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ 

the harvester comes into our yard to pull the weeds. We should 

appreciate that. Would you say to the harvester, “those poor weeds. 

Let them suffocate the other plants.” Or would you say, “thank you. 

Now the good plants can grow.”  

It is as a war against the ones pushing through the lines and seek to 

take your life. But the authority of men is failing us. The greater 

authority, Jesus Christ, in such a case as ours, will come forth. 

Magic Sounds 

Along with the creation of new spirit names new, magical sounds, 

may be devised- to enhance the spirit- names, or used apart from 

them as words calculating magical results. 



Many of us have seen in old Disney movies and elsewhere cartoon 

characters speaking seemingly meaningless words from simple 

sounds. The sounds aren’t so meaningless. For example in Cinderella 

and The Sword in the Stone. 

But these are also elsewhere, apart from Disney, especially in magic- 

containing music, where it abounds. 

So how are they constructed into magical use? Very simply at its 

base, and with much work in its more excellent form. They are 

mysterious to its creator- they aren’t so easy to just produce for 

effect. They are produced easily- but not easily correctly. 

They are sounds that usually rhyme, usually one syllable words.  

It helps to know what these simple one syllable sounds mean. But 

your meaning for them means more than any impersonal universal 

meaning. For me Ru means “to rule,” Ra means “with great might,” 

Da (to me) means, “father,” and Ya means “so let it be.” But my 

most potent sound is Ler.  

It is more in the way new sounds are put together that rhyme and 

flow- flow like a conducted orchestra. All the words meaning 

depends on you. 

Here is an example of one of my best ones: 

(Do the shake do the shake do the wake do the hippy- shake 

Daylight com Mon me wan go home 

Izaday izaday izaday yay yay yul.) 

..This example uses mostly normal words, with some magical 

phrasing and sounds within it. Its my favorite one, so I listed it.  

All About Colors 



Red is a bold color. If you use red pens for any reason, it is to be 

bold. 

Green is a lovely and pleasant color. If you like green its because it 

feels good. 

Brown is a crappy color, bit liked by those that are brown. 

White is a powerful color worn by angels and liked most by Jesus. It 

is also the color of the greatest of things, like food and electronics, 

lightning and clouds, white gold and pearls. 

Blue is a weird color. Maybe a mans color is baby blue. And what 

makes pink so special? White. 

Yellow is a is a mysterious color. Who knows?  

Purple is a color of pride. It is a color of the prestigious, or those 

desiring to be. 

Gray is a color of neutrality.  

Orange is just insane. 

And black is a bottomless color- a color of resistance and solemn 

strength.  

Existence as a Game 

Maybe it is all just a game. Ya puts forth His decree and so does the 

rest of the characters: Satan, Azrael, Shiva, Lilith.. It does seem like 

there is a method to the madness. 

I mean, c'mon. Are things in the universe really as ridiculously 

serious and outlandish as they are posed- in Revelations, the Koran, 

or Buddhism?  



Are we really to go about life in such strict formation on an elusive 

path to salvation? 

Or has Ya posed he will have these and Said, his? Is it not all so 

ridiculously serious and calculating- that path to Paradise where the 

hidden things are no more concealed. 

If it was a game the rule would certainly be that these things must 

remain a secret. 

Timeliness and Difference Must be In That Game 

Difference isn’t just important to things of game, but is important to 

produce, nurture, and calculate all together. 

To be timely is important pertaining to its expenditure.  

When and how would you present the new part? What difference 

would it create? In time the best characters are, by their very nature, 

are abused and become pale: all too dross. 

You then must make a significant part and be for it excellently fitting.  

I’ve produced a thing never before seen. And I have thoroughly 

elaborated and conceptualized it into proper and fitting existence. 

That is, Christian Satanism. Jesus said it simply could not be done. 

But here it is: Satan along side with Jesus, as a kingdom that not only 

stands, but does everything better. 

I had seen numerous clones of Satanism, but none outstanding, and 

certainly nothing new of Satanism posed since the Satanic Bible. 

The world even has uncovered a new concept into a religion gray. 

And it had never before been, let alone by combining the two most 

potent forces (Christianity with Satanism.) 



I think these things of gray will soon sprout forth. Have we all waited 

far too long for a greater Jedi, one gray. Oh no you can’t do this 

because you are *that* one. This one is yours- over there is the other. 

But why?  

I have heard different things regarding Yasatism- 

“That’s impossible,” 

“Is altogether impractical- impossible,”  

“How dare you take neither side- that's un-siding,” 

But more often I’ve heard it not only possible- but more particle that 

one not be altogether into one side or the other, but rather a little 

here, a little there, as logic allows- and logic it presents the choice.  

Only logic can allow its choice. 

In Searching For God 

In large part we create God- and as we make Him, so He becomes to 

us. 

In a lifetime of trial and error He masterfully forms- along. He prefers 

your weakness over your strength involving Him, but where you 

excel- that He allows and helps you master alongside.  

As long as a Yasatic individual returns to Him- nothing could be 

better- and each time you’ve proven all the more you are Christian 

Satanic. You may venture back and forth- which by your Yasatic 

brethren is all right- these enhance and betters you Yasatically. 

What you have made Ya to be will very well become. He is largely as 

He is made. He takes His making honestly. But He is never so formed 

fraudulently. Where He is and how He is made by you is gravitated 

toward and there He will be as found. 



Much of what anyone makes out God to be is fitted into reality. But 

it is never God the fraudulent.  

The Truly Strong Just Don’t Care 

When it is a person has been broken they just don’t care about 

opinions and arguments. There comes a breaking point where a 

broken record says, “yeah, yeah whatever, fine, fine, are you done?” 

The stronger kind of person doesn’t need to argue or debate or have 

their opinions be such concrete sacred truths. They’ll just agree to 

end the argument. There are no principles being ‘blatantly' pushed 

around. If they are told to do something its done, if its easy- just to 

quell them. 

There came a time when they just throw their hands up and say to it, 

“that doesn’t really effect me. So what!” There are some at the far of 

one side that with one simple phrase would rage off the handle if 

they heard they were fat or stupid. There are those that would 

become sore and resentful. But at the far end of the better side are 

those who see it for what it is: meaningless, powerless, petty words. 

Most often all it takes is to say to yourself, “so what.” 

The Result of Being Perfectly Christian Satanic 

Perfect is a word I use a lot in the more desirable and more useful 

context of “as best as can.” 

The perfect Yasatic has many more options and a duality of choices 

presented to him very often in life. That duality makes her or him 

dwell and two ends of the spectrum, to master use of its middle: The 

Yasatic widely calculates choices of two extremes.  

The Yasatic are richer in , for sure- and if strict individualists they 

have become themselves. The power of this is just not known but it is 



easily predicted that for the Yasatic experience is no shallow pond- it 

is an ocean so deep as to drown those not him, those that are 

simple, of lesser thought. 

We live on a different plane understanding better and far more 

broad than the typical person. One can only imagine. But its scores 

and miles beyond the simple, more everyday thinker. Hundreds of 

miles! A thousand! Just consider it for a moment: most of what they 

know in life comes from simple, unintelligent socializing. They don’t 

know much about life- nothing much at all beyond popular issues, 

music videos, and wonderful drug experiences. 

The Yasatic are considerably advanced thinkers. They think in a 

realm far, far away.  

How to Teach an Apprentice 

1 Your apprentice should accept and desire his envelopment into the 

Christian Satanic philosophy/ religion. 

2 Do not overload his understanding- do not give him/ her too much 

to carry 

3 Introduce them to the concept and importance of individuality 

4 Give her/ him the basics before depth of its understanding and 

application- first understanding, second- application. 

5 Teach him that we are a group and never to forsake our own kind, 

but help always us to survive and thrive. 

6 Guide him into ways imparting on him power- which is personal- in 

other words accentuate her or his strengths.  

7 When s/he is self- sustaining then it is time your apprentice ship is 

done 



8 But first give him a Yasatic purpose, such as a productive way 

based on her/ his talents. 

Give Them The Mysterious- The Gobble-De-Gook 

Possibly awaiting some grand, powerful, amazing secrets from of are 

those that should be humorously steered away, at least sometimes. I 

mean some good Yasatic doctrine is good- from any Christian 

Satanist, but humor is too. 

Create an absurd and bizarre Christian Satanic writing for them. The 

key is to make it mysteriously alluring even if its strange. It’s the 

answer from us from above, beneath, and the middle- it's the 

greatest book of magic ever written- and though its nonsense, it 

makes perfect sense- make that book. 

The thing is that these books would be your success. If you just apply 

that formula- and this, too: tell them not what you want them to 

hear- tell them what they want to hear. And don’t be what you want 

to be. Be what they want you to be. Sounds like it makes sense? I’m 

telling you how to be successful- and it's all to our humor. 

Emotional Conductivity 

Along with your own sound comes another to obtrude it- and believe 

me, there is nothing greater to know when it comes to mood. 

Your tune plays along. If you aren’t paying attention to it then it 

doesn’t matter if another’s tune comes along- it's even inviting. But 

the longer that other tune plays the more you want to hear your 

own. And from there you could play along. 

But if your tune is grand and comes another to interrupt it, or worse- 

contradict it and over take it- you become very sore. If another’s 



tune is loud and irritating- then you become loud and irritated 

yourself. 

When your own tune loud and irritating you’d ever know. It is at the 

right volume for you to hear and though this tune is fury ridden it's 

just the right tune for you at the time. 

The best you could do is enjoy a pleasant tune in life- and try to hear 

other's tunes as they do. 

Resurrection of Old Knowledge 

True knowledge is timeless. There are hoards of material out there 

from the far past. The world needs the qualified to unearth it and to 

bring it into the forefront. Otherwise these old ideas/ material are 

forgotten and lost, and have failed their original purpose: to have us 

evolve. 

This involves simply research, more than anything else. You don’t red 

to think these great things, create and present this material- of 

course, it was already done. But it needs *you* to bring it back. It 

needs *you* to have new life. And in so doing we will evolve from it. 

Again, this requires only research and really nothing more. But the 

more you research and discover the better.  

Important Matters of Life 

1 Being with those you want most to be with 

2 Working toward goals 

3 Being productive; worthy; having drive for it 

4 Peace; rest 

5 Pleasure 



6 Having purpose; meaning 

7 Thrill; excitement 

8 Love of things; love of the world 

9 And all sorts of spiritual love and fondness to the things/ people of 

the world- that usually being the most important. 

How to Handle Something So Important 

It may seem like Christian Satanism is a one way course, but it's not. 

Along the halls of Christian Satanism people look at different 

paintings or the same paintings differently. 

Christian Satanism can consist of: total duality, Christianity, or 

Satanism. It doesn’t have to always be a duality. That’s because it 

shouldn’t. Going back and forth makes one more Christianity. You 

can’t have one without the other. You should have both well. 

So people aren’t up to scrutiny for hypocrisy. One Christian Satanist 

may contradict another, but it is only their own contradiction- a 

contradiction of their own.  

On top of that a Christian Satanist may be differently styled than 

another. It may be another genre, but it's still music. It may be 

different paint, but it's still a painting. It may be another movie, but 

it's still Christian Satanic. 

Many Troubles Piled Together 

Jesus taught that if we want a good world then we must act 

compassionately. Very well what are current world is made up of, is 

little upon little amazing this form of what it is today. 

When it is said It is hell on Earth they are understanding what Jesus 

conveyed as Hell is a place made.  



Jesus said that those who are hateful and say hateful things are at 

risk of bringing down hell fire- and that could be from God- note 

likely it’ll come down on you from the one you speak hatefully to.  

The Eight Best Directions in Life 

1 Being productive 

2 Investing toward your future 

3 To learn 

4 To improve 

5 To remove vice, or things that hinder you 

6 To develop good or better habits 

7 To increase what you want more of 

8 To look for all good things, to bring about all good things, to find 

them, to have them, and to keep them. 

Don’t Collect Hurt 

Anger seldom fixes a problem through itself. In some cases fury can 

be enacted firey to fall judgment down onto them truly heinous, as 

to them that hurt family. And I am a family man. And this has been. 

OK so the overall preceding point is justice is in dire need to be- but 

usually not, and hopefully never. 

To a better and far more common end are those that are rude in any 

possible numbers of ways. Or maybe people steer things in your life 

into a direction you don’t want to go- such as an assy boss. Too are 

those nagging spouses. Or a growing kid of yours that’s become 

hateful.  

There’s no lack of these things. 



But those that step forward and can still appreciate life have no 

reason to let outside forces deduct from that. People that hadn’t 

grown into bitterness have true integrity, even when it is that the 

whole world is hatefully against them. Fortunately they have 

something on their side: that its made them stronger and more 

resilient, and hasn’t embittered them.  

But the true diamond is the one that dances through life to any song. 

F*** if s/ he cares! Or I! 

Some Things To Consider in Productivity 

If you give of yourself- if what you give very well reflects you, as I 

sometimes do, but not all of the time, then good and bad. 

Good, you will have outputted yourself, and your work reflects you. 

It is then sincerely you. 

But people might not care to look at only your reflection, and they 

shouldn’t be expected to see themselves as you. So what I do is 

show different widely varied reflections.  

I don’t only say what I want to say. I also say what others want to 

hear. That just means I talk about what they want to know, 

understand, and hear, so that they will find the talk useful. 

Some things are altogether like my children- my books, at least. This 

has often been said. An musician I’ve heard and an author I’ve heard 

have said the same things. And if you think about it my books have 

as much my DNA as child would- not literally, of course- but my 

books are very deeply living representation of my self. It's even 

superior of a copy of me- instead of a copy of flesh it's a direct copy 

of my thinking- something my brain has fathered. 



It seems there are more ways a human person has children than just 

that type of child- one flesh and bone. This is my brain, squeezed. 

Suggestions on Oprating a Yasatic Church 

Part of the tithe should go to those that are productive on the out 

reach of Yasadic texts. The content of these books should  be formed 

by the desires of the congregation- most of which are not done by 

majority request if at all. The tithes to these authors shouldn’t e 

money but items necessary, if they need them (such as word 

processors, research materials, notebooks and pens, and perhaps 

other software.) 

The Church congregation is informed of online activities to perform 

when back at home. 

If some one is considered worthy of being commissioned for 

something (as greater architecture, applied aesthetics, or newly 

composed music/ music performance) then they could do well in 

making the Church a better place- but please, no abstract messy 

paintings, or paintings simple, nor simple chord riddled music 

anyone could do. 

Very important could be that good food is there. The unhealthy and 

healthy alike.  

There’s prayer. And there’s visualization to good visually- conductive 

music. 

Not much else matters. 

But We Have Our Own Culture to Attend! 

There are predominating cultures all are expected to fit into, with 

our without choice. These cultures are not ours, but they are 

expected to be our focus and concern. They are: 



A culture of health- One is expected to invest time in vigorous 

exercise. And like a modern rendition on what’s kosher- swine is 

alright- but fried French fries are not. It's like the god Dr. has handed 

these down to us set in stone. 

A culture of equality- All one in one the same is all insane. It skips 

and leaps past the fact that not all of one race or gender are one any 

of it the same. It's been said Black lives matter. Its never said that 

not all police are the same, nor all blacks.  

A culture of the modernly popular- modern things forever seem cool. 

But eventually are things of ridicule. I see rappers as clowns- they 

wave at you with they knuckles facing you (hand open) dipping high 

and low. If it's not modern with you it ostracizes you- which is good. 

What history? 

A criminal drug catering culture. For many crime is a way of life. That 

life creates prostitutes, drug abusers, and aggressive, criminal life 

styles. This is the most difficult culture to refuse being a part of- bit 

rewarding, for them. The “rewards” are drugs- things that steal your 

life and soul, Sex, usually STD- ridden, and power- which is 

dangerous and doesn’t really provide much- and often leading to 

incarceration. Many don’t have any choice to live in this lifestyle. It 

depends on their neighborhood. But the Christian Satanic lifestyle is 

together incompatible with it. It may seem attractive. If so, you are 

probably pre- mature to/ of us. We don’t want your kind around. 

.. We are expected to keep this focus, to be formed by it, and give it 

our attention or else be hated, ostracized, and even reprimanded. 

It's ever more so that not adhering to a medical doctor will mean 

trouble. That everything is racist, even white cars. And that every 

ones worth is equal to another. 



What a BIG complication and mess! 

Why can’t we entirely focus on our own CS- culture? Set us free. Let 

us live within our own frame, free to entirely focus on our own 

culture without interference. This is where star trek could come in- 

that in handling other cultures there is a prime rule: do not interfere 

with their own culture! 

I say take any other side as irrelevant to her/ his Cs development and 

to pursue Yasatism apart from it that you may freely and without 

obstruction be the most excellent Christian Satanist you could be. 

That it is your culture and regarded as all- important and sacred- 

something your choice. Something your choice that must altogether 

must be a light on your road without the flat tires or signal- signal- 

slower- this way- that way- turn around first- don’t go that way- get 

our gas! Come here! Get out of your car! Here! Drive ours! It has free 

gas inside, for now! But keep on driving and sorry for interrupting 

you! 

Music Being Made 

Going along with the regular direction of something is “playing it by 

ear.” 

Being in life  old fashioned and traditional is to “play retrograde.” 

Being joyous and elevated is “conducting an or orchestra.” 

Compulsion is music of “minimalism” 

Of fury and evil comes the metal head- as is also an explosion 

bursting out many things. 

In the matter of things these are simple things known. But a person 

that regards his life as it coincides musically, the same hears his life, 



and the same is conductor over its direction and form. Then lessen 

the racket, change the scales, and perfect the performance.  

I Have Come to Create a Master of the PEOPLE 

I have come to weigh and calculate the spirit of the people and have 

set forth here its blueprint and rightful understanding conductive of 

its mastery through posted leaders. Satan will accept your call. 

In appropriation I summon you to hear its calling and as however 

possible determine its worth, and either take the calling or dispose 

of it. But keep in mind if you are not qualified but attempt to take 

the call you will be trodden under and deposed.    

Oh for the great leaders crushing under foot pounding lightning bolts 

of renewal- the outstanding, the lasting, the superiorly Christian 

Satanic- lead the way! Come and form us a home and we will make it 

everlasting- this is our ground- none others but ours. 

In the twilight of our beginning the light shined on. The morning star 

did not wane. The triumph came. It lead us all. And soon the day. It 

was ours. And when the night fell. So as ours came. They lead us to 

light. Though in the dark. The light of life came. Rising us up high. 

Conquering everything with sacred might. 

I Won’t Accept a Lowly Fate 

I will be exemplarily. I will be master of my fate. I will never twiddle 

with my future by being complacent now.  

I will strive for change- the kind we all need. I will create the 

exemplar and give into their hands control over their fate.  

I won’t spend my life doing the simple much meaningless things- as 

saving the trees, curing a dog, tending to the weak, teaching the 



impossibly ignorant. These things are important but fail to reach my 

aim, which is far as it could be. 

I will burst through. I’ll be known by all. I’ll succeed. I refuse to hit 

too short. I refuse to lessen my goals. I refuse to rest until it is so. I’ll 

e original. I create perfectly the perfect. I will have it my every 

intention to “Rise Luciferian.”  

I cannot settle to be a simpleton, forgotten, or useless- I will 

overcome such things one and all. I will be greater than God. Greater 

than Jesus. I will be worthy enough to be Satan's Son, The Devil's 

Jesus.  

I may not achieve these things. But I’ll pursue them all my days. I’ll 

leave no stone in turned. I’ll even go further than thought could be 

realized. I will be greater than the Anti Christ. And as Satan's Son, as 

monumental as Jesus. 

Being a good Guy Doesn’t Work 

The good are restrained and self- restricting. They can only do as far 

as their principles and morals permit. As they are nice their choices 

are limited. As they work only in kindness, so as to that to. 

Their enemies can run all over them. And their enemies do not meet 

retaliation.  

In working in the frame of rule they proceed softly. They instate their 

cause delicately. They are restricted into not instating it with power 

and might. 

They use no cunning. They regard pleasures as corruption and vise. 

And if so have nothing much to offer their supporters. They don’t 

harm those their enemies. They are never feared. 



In having power it is of little use- they could not claim the Earth their 

own. They really don’t have any use for it. 

But those that are wicked (immoral, or even diabolical) will take 

power by the reigns and lavish it. They will conquer the weak. They 

will rule with might. They will strictly endorse law. They will enjoy all 

the fruits of power. They will use and exhaust any means to get 

power. They will be cunning, they will allude to being good, though 

being not, and will lie, cheat and steal to rise to power-  

And those are the successful, the ruler of rulers. Those are they at 

the top. 

But that’s not well enough as said because it is outlining either 

Christian or Satanic ends. The Yasatic have integrity. The Yasatic 

desires a greater sense of peace. And the Yasatic value honor and 

trustworthiness, despite their otherwise bad, Satanic ntentions.  

The Christian Satanist as Christian wish for peace and honorable 

status. The Christian Satanist as Satanic wish for power and prestige. 

It is very easy to draw the line between the two: and that is where 

the Christian Satanist is. As is so often, that’s the better of the two 

singularly.  

Among other things this is where balance is particularly important 

(as far as Christian Satanism goes.) 

Of Those Rescued and Freed 

You were wearing a slave crown. And that is a crown of proud 

enslavement.  

The religion of Christianity bonded you and ruled over you. You were 

very well a slave. 



We have found you and removed that crown. And for but a short 

time you have been freed. 

Now you are muddled by its residue effects. But in time the 

fogginess of enslavement will dissipate. 

Things for awhile will not be clear. For awhile you will not be able to 

think for yourself. But in time you will again be your own. Only 

Satanism could set you free. You have been saved from this 

wreckage. You may now begin again to be yourself. 

Your own magic saved you, too- You had powers brewing in the 

foreground that emerged and melted your bonds. You were 

something different: meant to be both Christian and Satanic. And 

likewise as it has set you free, save too each others kind. Fight for 

our survival. Preserve and help us be ourselves. 

The Four Ways of Retaliation 

To those that would attack us as a group..  

We are our group- it is a possession of ours, in fact. No one should 

be allowed to take what is ours. No one should be allowed to take it 

from it or meddle and interfere. What is ours is well establish and 

taken to heart. But there are those that would stab us in the heart 

because they don’t like it. 

They’ll sometimes look down on you. They’ll think your cherished 

beliefs are absurd. To them anything beyond a simplistic frame, is. 

For example- life for them doesn’t go deeper than popular music and 

a few agendas: as sex and drugs. They are shallow basically ridiculing 

your deep water swimming. If they have things handed them they’ll 

mock the fisher, they’ll mock hard work. They’ll eel privileged, 

“better.” 



They that practice other religions will find our ways inferior. 

They that are scientists will think, as always, there can be no God. 

And they hide bitterness to things contradicting their presumably 

superior beliefs. 

If they try to disassemble and arrest our choices, taking from us, 

forcing their selves into us, anything is truly fair game. 

And these are how they can be done. Let’s consider it a game:  

As lightning, strike quickly, without morality, and as quick as you 

come, as quick as you are gone. 

As a blizzard, trap and seize. 

As a heat wave, bear down on, come down on, as fire. 

As a storm, attack on all sides. 

 

..A Christian Satanic Map 

A map should have many routes and take you to many great places, 

but particularly where you want to be. This map does so. Where you 

may have been someone made up of large pieces of others (possibly) 

I hope I have brought about your own person and found a group 

conductive of your growth. 

It can be challenging. With this book a person can leave home, or 

you might say will find for themselves a new and better one. 

For all things I didn’t over I encourage you to fill in the blanks, to “dig 

for treasure” where X marks the spot. Or to simply use common 

sense because I have avoided to elaborate on simplistic, easily 

understood, things. 



Life is a many colored thing. This religion isn’t black and white, but is 

a rainbow with a prize at the end. 

The stars and mountains tell you they are only for the greatest, 

highest reaching people. There is no true honor without struggle. 

Something could be inherited- but as far as stature goes- the best 

have strived and overcome, the least, who are of the most, have 

failed to exceed, have settled, and simply never grown better, they 

haven’t reach their potential. You must do what others couldn’t. 

That is the measure of high Christian Satanic class. 

In the days come commit to yourself to proceed cautiously. Begin to 

work toward something specific and possibly arduous. There’s not 

any time to waste if you are to become a star itself in this game. 

How to Use These Writings as an EBook 

This book is small enough you that doesn’t really need to be read 

regularly, as in paper form. And since it is a set of religious writings in 

very many different topics, it is easy to read- one could read it 

randomly. There is no necessity to read it from beginning to end.  

Most topics are covered from beginning to end in four or five small 

paragraphs. The ones that help you most, or more simply the ones 

you like the most, should be written down or printed out. 

My writings are in public domain. 100%. This is because I desire 

circulation far more than money. And it proves I’m of just someone 

trying to collect money. But with or without profit you can do 

whatever you want with them: even if you sale them I’m not going to 

be envious from it.  

And thank you for reading. That is really what matters to me. 

In the Grand Emergence of Anarchy 



The Yasatic should rise to the higher class and assume positions of 

power. 

They should be known never to tolerate prejudice; intolerance; 

degradation. 

They should be outstanding; different; unique; revolutionary. 

The Yasatic should change things; improve things. 

They should win; be victorious; conquer. 

The Yasatic should be heard; seen; fully known. 

They should be considered desirous of power; esteem; and obtain 

these. 

In the normal plane of being they should stand out; be highlighted; 

glow; be illustrious. 

The Yasatic should jump onto the vehicle of scientific advancement 

and ride it furiously. 

And the Yasatic should make it altogether easy to obtain their 

religious material and in such document thoroughly our history. 

The Great Massacre 

 In my understanding of things Christian Satanism will find itself at a 

point of Total Control. Sides will debate this possibility of “Christian 

Satanism” and will argue and debate it increasingly. Some will be 

offended and others befuddled. This is because Christian Satanism is 

a third side. And many will flood into our ranks. 

So it is the destiny of Christian Satanism to explode in popularity. 

There are certain conditions needed to be in place for this to 

happen. It is not for certain. Most of all Christian Satanism must be 

brought to the lime light (be come to be known) in popular 



entertainment, and keep just enough fuel, instead of being burnt 

out. But these conditions are easily met by the right people, and 

these conditions are not an extraordinary occurrence. 

Think What Would Happen If.. 

A person decides to commit to something all together different of 

him, and learn something new, again and again. 

If a person decides to move to a greater city and explore something 

new, and the experience he’d gain. 

If a person looks far and wide for a better life, is suddenly unsettled 

with things having become so much the same, unadventurous. 

If a person takes a little bit of time every day to know himself- to 

come to a better understanding of himself and the world. 

If a person quits a regular job and does all he can to get one better, 

even if it takes a large amount of schooling. 

If a person begins to think about creating something extraordinarily 

inventive, and much needed, and not yet done- whether 

scientifically or technologically. That he decided he will not cease 

until it is fully conceptualized and realized? 

What of these things are of any difficulty beyond ones barrier of self 

doubt? Of fear of the unknown- it's accompanying apprehension?  

Strive today and thrive tomorrow.  

Live today and love tomorrow. 

Everything is a big Negotiation 

People will always decide on many factors between any given thing. 

What’s right for themselves or wrong they have come to know very 



well. They have pursued and mastered competently the capability to 

gain pleasure, worth and power. 

And these don’t subside. A person has a large array of things he’d 

prefer to do over work and toil- even if he loves his job. Perhaps the 

best love of work only comes from pride of working hard. 

The day shines very bright for those that have loved the taste of 

reward and have overcome their inability to do it. It seems over time 

that as work becomes easier the world becomes more grand- easier 

gotten. 

All life is just a big negotiation. On what you can do as opposed to 

what you cant- to what degree you are qualified- demands of a 

relationship- pursuing greater freedom- as opposed to those that 

abuse it- that they go elsewhere and you keep your own 

Where you will live. How much of anything is acceptable (gambling, 

drinking, smoking) where you will drink. Where you will smoke, 

gamble, drive, or learn. They are all negotiated, either be you, but 

usually before you. 

That is the best way to view life and develop a society- as it is all 

negotiations.  

Work is Temporary But Through it Reward is Ever So 

After work comes reward. After reward comes work. As for me the 

saying holds true that There is no rest for the wicked. For me I do a 

long period of work and rest just briefly.  

I prefer doing work that is forever. To create something- it being a 

book. Once it's done it's fixed- complete- and it gives me the sense of 

having become a living entity once complete. 



Certain professions, certainly most, have you sound work that 

doesn’t “stick,” its result is temporary- like those eating your food, or 

assembling something that would eventually break or become 

useless. But writing takes my very soul, embeds it, presents it, and 

remains as long as it is circulated or exists on a hard drive- and its 

said that nothing can ever altogether be removed from a hard drive. 

All of these things make ebooks a good option. 

The work of writing (and music, drawing) is one thing at first- then 

multiplies. It is one work that does its job again, again, and again. 

And it pays you in a way like if there is no one particular buyer- like a 

thousand costumers eating the same cooked hamburger and in a 

hundred years its as “here’s my buck for that!” 

New Names and What They’d Mean 

Ejesuel- a name meaning either “Jesus with God,” or, “Jesus and God 

with us.” 

Istra- The first part of it means “Rule,” its second, Ist, means 

anything that would end with ist- usually a member of a religion. 

Therefore “Istra,” or, “Raist,” Ruist, or some such thing, all mean 

“Religious ruler,” or “The source of religious rule.” 

Litninto- Is one word from “lightning” and “toward.” This could mean 

one that opposes or strikes change. 

Sayging- (Say and Sage) one that changes something or someone 

else by what he says. 

Opontent- (Opponent and potent) means “a potent enemy/ 

opponent.” 

Astar- (As, star) 

Lytevall- (Light, Evil, All) “Light of evil over us all.” 



Acutanapt- (Acute, and, apt) 

Shinupuv- (Shine, up, of, above)  

Helanevener – (Hell, And, Heaven, Earth.) 

Weaken and Know Before you Conquer 

Knowledge is preparation. Secrecy as to keep off- guard- knowledge 

is advantage- secrecy is their disadvantage.  

Preparation to succeed even after elements of failure. These Golden 

Rules: Fight without moral and make victory its own prize, one that 

shines bright. 

Weaken them substantially. Having them know not its source if at all 

possible as much as it could be so.  

Source and course being erratic and un-predictable. Redundancy and 

irradiancy to pommel down.  The end result being all that matters. 

Make an example of your enemies and plow through like a bull dozer.  

Paranoia is a Good Thing 

General caution closely enough unto bordering on “paranoia” is 

good. It is up to the point it begins to debilitate.  

S/ he who is paranoid frequently runs scenarios in their minds 

knowing, even precisely, what could go wrong. They are never hit 

with a sudden realization that they should have been wary.  

Paranoid people proceed cautiously. The know in many ways how 

they could be overtaken and they guard against it. They that are 

paranoid don’t overstep their grounds. They effectively go through 

wrong as right as possible.  

And most of all- and overall- the paranoid knows their obstacles and 

enemies much better. 



Changing, Changing, Changing 

Most of us are the gradual result of what we were before, which isn’t 

much different as what we begin as. 

But a Changelic is a person who deliberately changes her/ himself 

over very many times, becoming very many different things. In so 

doing, the boundaries of their selves are broadened and there 

perception along with it. 

The Changelist doesn’t need much advice. What they do is easily 

instructed. The most important being that about 20 different 

personality aspects- personal role- creating attributes are 

encompassed and followed as a formula that effectively changes 

them into a person that they never were or would otherwise ever 

become. 

It is important To Separate Yourself From Normally Flowing 

Direction.. 

To is “normal” is a stigmatizing word. Were different.  

In separating oneself from the “normal going tide” one must start at 

looking inside their self. They are those like sheep in a line of 

slaughter, and there are the beasts that run free. And there are the 

gods who have mastered “guided individuality and mastery of self.” 

No one really contributes to the normal tide. Its direction has been 

formed of common metal. It is of those that want to make a 

difference. But that difference is not really their own. They use 

powers already there. They speak with the Boise of a thousand. But 

have no voice of their own.  

Individuality is rare for these and other reasons. 



You must go inside and hear your inner voice. You must consider 

things broadly. And you must determine what is truy good, what is 

truly ad, and most importantly: what is irrevelant. Then you can set 

forth your own direction and know what is truly agreeable and what 

is not. 

Why fight for their causes? Those that fight for a cause that has little 

to no consequence for them are (worst of all, perhaps) seeking 

friends and “popularly given esteem.” They find it honorable to 

winning ground for other peoples life’s, which otherwise they are no 

part of. But it doesn’t make them more than a friend. They must 

have friends. 

The superior person isn’t engrossed in the problems of others. Such a 

thing could determine ones thoughts and enslave them to their 

contemporaries- without reward. A smart person will only be 

unsettled by his or her own problems in life- or of those she or he 

loves most. 

And keep in mind that you needn’t solve any problems presented to 

you by other Christian Satanists. Those are their problems, not yours.  

Alone With a Cup of Tea to Plot 

The prime technique of Yasaticism is loosening self- and societally 

imprinted restriction- in other words, to be uninhibited, temporarily. 

The mind is always saying “this you can’t think.” But the Yasatic dare 

thinks those thoughts. 

A major component to this thinking is what we will call “entering the 

beast,” which makes one think from one end immoral, to the other, 

even murder. But before your furthest thoughts are released first 

“feed the beast.” And that is done by raising desire in thoughts of “I 

want and I love.” 



If more simply but perhaps frequently you should simply ruminate 

over a plot. That plot about coming into power, sinisterly.  

Taking Advantage of Chaos 

There is always some chaos, somewhere. Be it in the emergence of 

something powerful but that people can’t yet handle or steer. Or a 

political system that didn’t turn out as well as it thought it would. 

There was even a video game crash where something once so 

monumental fell to its knees.  

There is a dying genre. There is a flood of crime. There is an unstable 

world. These are dilemmas to be taken advantage of. 

The greatest people have emerged from chaos and stabilized it, even 

sowing and patching up the worst tears. Buy our clothing that person 

says. They were quick to think of a solution knowing that things are 

never lost. They know that something good which turned bad is not 

the final say- that these things could be brought back better than 

before, even if in different form. 

With them the dust settles and people can see again. And down the 

road, they then can continue. 

So be aware of chaos. If you fix it then Lord knows what you can 

achieve., one can only dream. 

A Magic Hat 

While looking around for at least one good piece of novelty tech that 

could be used in meditation or magic I came across this globe you 

put your head inside while color lights rapidly change colors inside. 

L Ron Hubbard used an e- meter. I think that this devise could aid 

spiritual or therapeutic techniques for us- or used in magic. 

 



 

And All Good Things Must Come to an End.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

I have set forth again principle instruction for a thing relatively new 

in the world- or, at least newly titled. Generally speaking things are 

more likely Christian Satanic then singularly Satanic, singularly 

Christian. But the formula is quite broadly applied- there is very 

much religious substance in this- and even more in The Christian 

Satanic Bible. 

Like I said all along, there is fun in calling yourself Christian Satanic- 

but this is not a religious parody. It is otherwise a deeply woven 

religious practice- and one I believe superior. 

As of late something I’ve been emphasizing is that a person, in 

creating, teaches high- passes mountains- become the best they 

could be. This means that you must do what others could not or 

would not do. You just have to do what others will not. The lazier the 



public, the less work required for you to succeed- and things are 

looking good. 

I can’t imagine my advise would ever fail you. I’ve dug deep. That 

was my work for you here- work I’ve freed you from understanding. 

Understanding, knowing how to be your best, that work is altogether 

done- you need only act on it. 

Some reader may find some day or another that I am repetitive. 

Actually the best teachings are. No two topics were repeated here, 

bit my writings overall share many of the same issues, and as I move 

on from book to book these ideas are expanded upon and handled 

differently.  

I consider the future to use eBook readers more and more. With all 

its advantages and ease I don’t try so much or bother with having my 

books paper printed, though doing so is easy. I like the idea that files 

are never fully erased from a hard drive: and what of future memory 

devices?  

I keep my books in public domain. I hope they are uploaded, 

independent of me. And published!  

I believe that to be prolific- very prolific, I’d succeed. And I believe 

myself good enough writer to. What could be more interesting and 

argumentative than Christian Satanism? And I forget to mention that 

I was discharged from the military for bringing The Satanic Bible into 

training. 

Also, The Satanic Bible isn’t allowed in prisons, as has been the case 

with some. I find it divinely entertaining how The Christian Satanic 

Bible would be handled in such cases. Tear that thing in half! 

You have been taught by someone with an incredibly deep life. I’ve 

been homeless, incarcerated, commuted to an asylum (I guess I 



chased someone with a dagger?) Whose heard seen and befriended 

Satan, and has walked, 15 miles, before, just to visit my family. If you 

think I represent the best religion- you are damn right! 

 

 

 

*The most important agenda is the 

mastery of the next two pages..* 

 

 

 

THE PRIMARY PRINCIPLES of a  

CHRISTIAN SATANIST 

These are:  

The Devil's Tastes, Bright Side Thinking, Pride, Self- Inclusitivity, 

Optimal- Pathic Reasoning, Loss of Inhibition, The Memory Game, 

and The Principle List.. 

The Devil's Tastes- this simply means to both fully know and 

understand your tastes, broadly. It is to extensively know what you 

like. 



Bright- Side Thinking- this is simply looking at the good, positive, and 

best things of your life in all circumstances. 

Pride (is simply having pride. To think proudly.) 

Self Inclusitivity- it is to be extensively an individualist. To be tour 

own “you.” 

Optimal Pathic Reasoning is to have logic as it bests suits you, among 

other definitions. 

Loss of Inhibition- This is simply breaking through behavorial and 

thought restrictions you or someone else has put you under. 

In doing the memory game use a small, basic dictionary to remember 

things in your life, word by word.  

 

AND THE PRINCIPLE LIST IS ON THE NEXT PAGE. 

 

 

THE PRINCIPLE LIST 

By 

LUCIFER J. WHITE 

.. 

PERSON ONE.. Red, Hand, Bird, Staff 

PERSON TWO.. Brown, Bear, Cane, Bee 

PERSON THREE.. Green, Rabbit, Seed, Stage 

PERSON FOUR.. White, Ring, Thief, Goat 

PERSON FIVE.. Joker, Swine, Sword, Gold 



PERSON SIX.. Red, Whip, Cat, Fairy 

PERSON SEVEN.. Yellow, Rodent, Wind, Duke 

PERSON EIGHT.. Bomb/ Blast/ Wand, Fox, Black, Beast 

PERSON NINE.. Yellow, Toad, Dust, Horse 

PERSON TEN.. Word, Assassin, Tiger, Creature 

PERSON ELEVEN.. Blue, Elephant, Stone, Spirit 

PERSON TWELVE.. Dragon, Purple, Mask, Dog/ Wolf 

.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Also by the Author: 

The Christian Satanic Bible (The Final Bible of Christian 

Satanism) 

Sexism- The Bible for my Sex Cult 

The Satanic Book 

Satanic Living 

 



My Social Sites and Books Are All Under the Name  
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